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Editorial 

There is an odd phenomenon in philately. Suppose you're terrible interested in a certain stamp issue, and you 
read all the articles that have ever been written about that issue. In one of them, published decades ago, you find 
a remark like "That stamp also exists with perforation 10½". This remark is echoed by all major catalogues, 
which also mention the existence of this variety. The problem is, in all your years of collecting you've never 
seen this variety, heard of someone who has a copy, or heard of someone who has seen a copy. 
The question immediately arises: does such a stamp actually exist, or is it all a terrible misunderstanding which 
Iias started to lead a life of its own? Doubt creeps in. Brows are furrowed and nails are bitten. 
There is only one good way to avoid inflicting such hardships on our fellow collectors: if you have something 
unusual, write about it, and illustrate the thing. In that way, the existence of a certain variety is documented. We 
might use the terminology of science and say the variety is 'recorded'. 
There's a good example of this in Imperial Russian postal stationery. The earliest 4k postcard (dark green) is 
said to exist with an abbreviated second line in the footnote. The problem is, nobody has ever seen an example 
of this variety (and its existence was queried in a recent issue of Pochta.). However, this particular case had a 
happy ending: in the new Michel postal stationery catalogue, this elusive variety is illustrated for all to see. It 
exists! 
I had a similar experience with a certain postmark: the 'Krag' machine postmark said to have been used at the 
Nicholas railway station in St.Petersburg. Luchnik mentioned it, and illustrated a drawing of it. But did I ever 
see an example? Noooooo! So I started to doubt its existence (thereby doing a great injustice to Dr.Luchnik, 
whose articles have always been of the highest standard). Again, this case ended when someone (a certain rabbi 
in the Birmingham area who shall remain nameless) sent me a photocopy of a postcard with the rare postmark 
he'd just acquired. It exists! 

There's now only one remaining question. How do I get an example? 

As for the current issue of the BJRP, I would like to apologise for a rather large dose of "I.Steyn" on the 
contents page. Rest assured that this is not due to creeping egomania but to bad timing! Next issue should 
hopefully see a more balanced list of contributors. 
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Reflections on railway marks 

Ian L. G. Baillie 

The publication by J. Barefoot Ltd. of "Russian Railway Postmarks" by Anatole Kiryushkin and Philip 

Robinson•, reviewed in BJRP 76, is a major advance in this fascinating field, and has enabled us for the first 

time to have a comprehensive grasp of the range of postal markings and their usage as known from many 

important collections. The information in this work (which I will simply refer to as "K&R ") prompts various 

reflections on the whole subject; this article is written with the main intention of summarising the data in a way 

which reflects the broad changes over the years, and is intended primarily for those who wish to incorporate the 

contents of this new publication in the writing-up and explanations of their own collections. 

Although K&R make it clear in their introduction that they were not intending to produce a catalogue, a 

catalogue of a sort is what they have nevertheless provided, and many users of this work will inevitably treat it 

as such. The various comments I give below are on that basis, and reflect of course the obvious fact that no 

publication on this subject is ever likely to describe more than a sample of what once existed - conclusions on 

periods of use and to some extent even the types used in a particular office (sedentary or travelling) are therefore 

to be regarded as based only on a sample (however good a sample it might be). 

In one or two instances the data I present below are extensions of the data in K&R because I now have 

knowledge of a few marks which have only been notified to Philip Robinson since the book went to press; so 

that is the reason (my possible errors of omission or commission apart) should you find my data at variance with 

K&R itself. I understand from Philip Robinson that an Addendum/Corrigendum might appear in a few years' 

time, but that should have only a limited effect on the comments I give below. 

My thanks are due to Philip Robinson for many helpful comments since K&R was published, and for permission 

to use illustrations from the book for the purpose of facilitating recognition of postmark types - only one 

illustration (that for Type R4B) is not from the book. 

I will first discuss the station marks (Types Sl, S2, etc.), and follow that with the TPO marks (Types Rl, R2, 

etc.), and then the miscellaneous other marks (Types Ml, M2) where the "Type" designations are mine, not 

K&R's, followed by a few closing observations. 

My definition of a "Type" deals with its general appearance and the location of descriptive words, but does NOT 

include: 

- the presence or absence of pins/dots 

- the presence or absence of serial/code numbers or letters, or 

- the size of font employed for words or numbers, 

there are differences in font size which I have ignored, as generally they are inherent to the Type for a given 

office. However, there are also changes from serif to sans-serif lettering which sometimes arise in the Type for a 

given office; these I have purposely ignored, and readers are referred to K&R for specific instances of such 

changes. I would only add that in some of the St.Petersburg station marks there was a reversion from sans-serif 

to serif lettering which is contrary to the normal movement towards the clarity of the sans-serif style. 

All of the excluded aspects are of course of importance in relation to the marks used by particular offices, but 

they are excluded from my Types because they are in my opinion local matters rather than aspects which 

influence the broad development of railway marks. 

4 

1 Still available from the latter at £20 including postage. The address to write to is 2 Rydalhurst 
Avenue, Sheffield S6 4BG, England. 
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STATION MARKS 
A few initial remarks: there are some towns where the different stations are listed in K&R separately (eg. 
St.Petersburg) as there were SEPARATE Railway Post Dept. post offices at them, whereas other towns (eg. 
Kharkov) which have marks showing separate railway companies or lines operating through that town have the 
marks listed together as there was only ONE Railway Post dept. post office at the station. This is a problem 
which K&R deal with in their introduction, but it could cause confusion if not appreciated. 
Another feature coming out of the K&R list is that not all termini of TPOs seem to have had RPO station 
cancellations (eg. a town as large as Novgorod seems not to have had one) --as Philip Robinson advises me, 
there are quite a number (eg. Dolinskaya and Nikitovka) for which the official PO lists do not mention RPO 
POs, so that mail off TPOs was at those places presumably taken in sealed bags to the local town PO for 
handling. 

One problem which they do not discus_s, as it is outside their defined remit, is how the different marks in a 
single post office were used. Taking Kharkov (with six lines out of the station) as an example, one can see that 
mail through the station office would come from one line and after transit marking would go out on another, so 
the choice of the correct mark would not be a problem - but how did they select the correct handstamp for mail 
posted AT the Kharkov RPO PO, bearing in mind that these marks do also arise as despatch marks? For 
registered mail one cannot conceive that the departure line would have been ascertained before the appropriate 
canceller was selected, so this is an area where a verdict is still pending ... 

TYPE SI. THE PREADHESIVE RECTANGULAR MARKS 

C. fl.B.C~JK.Jl. 
8 AEKA6. 1852 

TYPE S2. THE DOTS MARKS 

These are of course amazingly rare, and known only for St.Petersburg and 
Moscow Nikolaev stations; K&R give 8.12.52/30.7.59 as the known date 
range for this Type. 

• ••• ••••••• ••••• .... 2 .... •••• • ••• ••• • • ••• •••• • •••• ••••••• ••• 

These are also well recorded elsewhere; introduced by Circular 138 of 26.2.58, usage known 
to 29.6.66. When I remarked on the absence of reference to the "700 in truncated triangle" 
ascribed traditionally (and on p.30 of K&R's "Introduction & Guide") to "Riga Railway 
Station•, I was advised by Philip Robinson that this mark is now held to be of a Post Station, 

not a Railway Station. 

TYPE S3. WITH ' ... ZH.D.' AT TOP 
These marks are listed for only 4 railway stations, from 27.4.60 to 6.7.66, as follows: 

Moscow, Nikolaev Station 27.4.60 - 6.7.66 
St.Petersburg, Warsaw Station 
St.Petersburg, Nikolaev Station 
Dunaburg 

TYPE S4. WITH ' ... ZH.D.' AT FOOT; 3-UNE DATE 

3.5.61 - 29.6.66 
1.1.62 - 24.10.65 
20.7.64 

There are various subtypes one could create within this Type, e.g. with or without serial numbers, etc., but for 
simplicity I will concentrate all these into this one Type. Typical examples are: 

~J\bC~a r ciH. 
~(,tHC#~ 

~ 9 ~ 8 ~ 3 ·o :1 . 
P.. MAP. ~ ABr. 

ad i 
~ ,1\EK. ~ 

~ 18 71 "".-; ~1872 ~ 1879 ~~ 
~7-fiic~- ·.9 O't ~AJIT\~t 
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This Type arises from 1867 and those marks known prior to the formation in 1869 of the Railway Post Dept. are 

as follows: 
13.2.67 

29.5.67 
28.6.67 

9.5.68 

29.6.68 

St.Petersburg, Warsaw Station 
Moscow, Nikolaev Station 

Vilna 

Dunaburg 

Riga 
16.2.69 Voronezh 

Others were, of course introduced after the RPD was formed. Although most of these marks disappeared in the 

1880, some survived longer. Ignoring the "1909?" entry in K&R for Batum (see comment under Subtype S5A 
below), 7 survived into the 1900, the last to disappear being Moscow, Yaroslavl Station 27.9.07. 

TYPE SS. FRACTIONAL ("CROSSED") DATE 
This style of mark was introduced (ref. K&R's "Introduction") by Circular No.13 of 5.4.1890, and can be 

divided into two subtypes: 

SUBTYPE SSA: ' .. . ZH.D. 'AT FOOT 

Ignoring the highly questionable " 1884 ?" entry in K&R for Batum 
(which arose due to an unfortunate transposition by K&R of the data 

in the original Ashford reference), the earliest listed Type 5 marks 

are: 18.3.92 Smolensk 

25.3.94 

30.11.94 
26.4.95 

Dvinsk 
Ryazan 

Radzivilov 

so that the introduction of this style was clearly quite slow. They lasted into the 1900's and 5 still existed when 

WWl broke out; of these, four had disappeared by 1917, the last being Ekaterinoslav 18.8.17, leaving one 
straggler running on at Vapnyarka until 19.12.22. 

SUBTYPE SSB: ' .. . ZH.D. 'AT TOP 

This abnormal variant is listed by K&R only for two Kharkov marks, but when one 
checks with their illustrations one finds that the second of these two marks (1275.9) is 

incorrectly listed and is in fact just another Subtype S5A mark. The first of the two 
(which they did not illustrate) might therefore be suspected also to be a listing error, 

but on referring this suspicion back to Philip Robinson I was advised that the first 

mark IS correctly listed, and he provided me with a copy of the illustration for that 
apparently unique mark, which I reproduce herewith - his dates for this mark are 21.11. 97 to 17. 3. 98. 

TYPE S6. THE OVAL MARKS 

6 

These were introduced by Circular No.9 of 3.2.03, and are therefore widely known as 

the "1903 type", and it is gratifying to find that K&R can actually list a 1903 strike for 
this Type! Introduction was, as for Type S5, gradual, and the earliest marks listed by 

K&R are: 
5.12.03 St.Petersburg, Warsaw Station 

28.1.04 
14.4.04 

Warsaw, Vienna Station 

Warsaw, St.Petersburg Station 

11.12.04 Moscow, Brest Station 
Introduction then proceeded apace: a further 11 marks are listed for 1905, and so on 
for subsequent years. This style of mark continued beyond the end of the Imperial 
period (I have a 1928 strike of Berdyansk Vokzal - Imperial spelling) although the 
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final hard sign is missing from the marks introduced after the Revolution which are outside the scope of the 
K&R book. 

TYPE S7. MACHINE MARKS 
One would expect that the introduction of a postmarking machine at a station PO would result in the majority of 

the mail cancelled there going through that machine, but this appears not to be the case. The only machine mark 
listed is: 

)--
26.11.12 - 25.1.13, St.Petersburg, Nikolaev Station 

and this is a rare mark, so either the staff did not get on with the machine or the machine (unlike the others 
working well in various busy Russian town POs) had to be abandoned due to malfunction or damage. 

TYPE S8. STANTSIYAs ETC. 
Alongside the RPO Vokzal marks there are various marks in K&R for non-RPO "semi-postal station offices" 
(which they describe as being of similar station to Volostnoe Pravlenie offices) named as Stantsiya (station), 
Platforma (platform) or even Raz"em (siding). The styles are as above, or double circles, and the earliest listed 
are: 14.9.97 St.Itatskaya 

10.10.01 St.Egorlik 
For reference, some typical K&R illustrations are: 

TYPE S9. NON-RPD "VOKZAL" MARKS 
K&R explain that ordinary POs located in or near railway stations sometimes used the word "Vokzal" in 
postmarks as a location indicator, although they were NOT operated by the Railway Post Dept. They list a total 
of over 90 marks from a total of 19 towns which show this phenomenon, with most of the marks (some having 
filler dots or pins) being from Kharkov and Vilna. The earliest towns to introduce Type S9 marks are: 

12.7.03 Kharkov 
1.3.05 Vilna 
25.8.07 Olita 

and there is one trap to note: an accidental omission from K&R is the Samarkand oval Vokzal mark which looks 
just like a normal Type S6 mark, but according to Philip Robinson is actually a Type S9 mark, known from 
7.1.13 to 6.2.15. For reference, some typical K&R marks are shown: 
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TRAVELLING MARKS 
The only general comment I would offer is that one can perhaps estimate the introduction date for a mark on a 

new line by taking into account not only the earliest recorded date but also (see my article in BJRP 56) the 

opening date for the relevant railway line. 

TYPE Rl. THE PREADHESIVE (RECTANGULAR?) MARKS 
Examples of such marks are unknown but one has to acknowledge, as K&R admit, that it is possible there were 

such marks. 

TYPE R2. THE DOTS MARKS 

•••• •••••• •• • • • ••• • .... 3 .... 
•••• • ••• •• • • • ••• • • • • • ••••••• ••• 

As for Type S2 above, these are well recorded elsewhere, introduced by Circular 

No.138 of 26.2.58 and instructed to be withdrawn by Circular No.123 of 11.2.63; one 

might well expect (by analogy with other dots marks) that later strikes would arise, but 

K&R are silent on this aspect. 

TYPE R3. PRECURSORS TO NUMBERED IMPERIAL ROUTE MARKS 
This is a category which K&R split between their two route lists: 

a) the numbered routes: generally being (Routes 1/2 & 3/4 apart) usage by a non-RPO TPO on an 

incomplete rail line when the intention was presumably always recognised for the RPO to allocate a 

number when the line was complete, and 

b) the unnumbered routes: being those they found from references to be operated by the local postal 

administration and not the RPO. 

But I suggest that for present purposes it is better to take these two together because firstly, their role is clear 

irrespective of the source data (which are anyway not comprehensive, and are perhaps not 100% reliable in this 

detail), and secondly, this saves us searching through the numbered lists for them. 

As these marks are so interesting and important to the development of the mail marking system, I give K&R's 

full list below ("N" and "U" indicating they can be found in the Numbered and Un-numbered K&R lists 

respectively) with, in the last column, the number of the rail route which superceded the Type R3 mark(s). 

N 21.3.61 - 24.3.66 St.Petersburg/Warsaw Zh.O. 3/4 

N 23.6.61 - 22.11.66 Nikolaev Zh.O. 1/2 

u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
N 
N 
u 
u 
N 
N 

24.7.71 

1.9.74 

3.9.74 

17.12.74 

14.10.77 

2.1.81 

24.11.82 

2.1.88 

7.4.96 

?.?.96 

15.6.98 

12.8.00 

7.1.05 

- 31.10.78 

- 16.7.78 

- 19.8.75 

- 23.2.79 

- 12.12.90 

- 28.5.83 

- 31.5.96 

- 9.1.98 

- 24.8.00 

Kineshma-Nerekhta 78 

Kalkuno-Radzivilov Zh.O. 9/10 

Riga-Mozheiki(Muravevo) 86 

Novki-Kineshma & reverse 77/78 

Oerpt-Taps & reverse 89/90 

Kramatorskaya-Lugansk & reverse various 

Poti-Tiflis Zh.O. 97/98 

Bryansk-Gomel 118 

Omsk-Chelyabinsk 168 

Valk-Pemau & reverse 125/126 

Veretiya-Chusovaya 226 

Zabaikal Zh.O. 241/242 

Central Siberian Zh.O. 197/198 

In putting the known usage dates for the two directions for each line together in this simplified way I feel that it 

is unlikely (although, as with so many Russian philatelic situations, nevertheless possible) that I am distorting the 

truth, for one would not expect marks in the two directions to be used in different periods. As these marks were 

not standardised, I see no point in creating subtypes for them. A selection of K&R illustrations suffices to show 

the variation encountered: 
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This may be the place to mention the unique situation for the Kolyusbki-Lodz route, the one for which the 
allocated route number 31/32 was later withdrawn. The reason for the withdrawal is unknown, but one can only 
be surprised that a numbered route was not maintained on this very active line. The story was well covered by 
Jack Moyes in BJRP 66 in which he wonders if some of the subsequent marks (as listed by K&R in their un
~umbered TPO section, which does not give the full range of dates given by Jack Moyes) were in fact static 
sorting marks rather than TPO marks. 

TYPE R4. ROUTE-NUMBERED MARKS PRIOR TO RPD 
The initiation of a route-numbering system is to the credit of the St.Petersburg Pochtamt, not to the Railway Post 
Dept. which was created in 1869, for route numbers appear in postmarks from 1863 (Subtype R4A) and 1867 
(Subtype R4B). From K&R we find that the pre-RPD marks fall into two successive subtypes: 

SUBTYPE R4A. "THERE ONLY" 

\{ 

28 
. EK. 
1863 
A 

In this Subtype (accepting, with some reservations, the traditional explanation that the 
"4" is the route number and not a wagon number) there is only one direction quoted in 
the handstamp. Listed, with a capital letter to indicate the serial, by K&R only for: 

1.12.63 - 1.11.66 PV 4 
although it seems reasonable to expect that PV 3 should also have had a mark in this 
style. 

This mark was presumably pretty unpopular with the staff as it meant that not only would the station number 
have to be changed as the train progressed on its journey, but also the route number plug would have to be 
changed every time the train had completed its journey. 

SUBTYPE R4B. "THERE AND BACK" 
In this Subtype BOTH directions are quoted in the handstamp (which of course meant 
that only the station number had to be changed as the train progressed). Listed, with a 
serial number, by K&R for: 

20.2.67 - 11.8.80 PV 1-2 
23.8.68 - 27.8.78 
3.1.69 - 28.7.81 

PV 3-4 

PV 7-8 
and it is tempting to believe that at least PV 5-6 if not also PV 9-10 also had postmarks in this style as well as of 
Type RS, although I will list them at Type R5 due to their first known postmark dates being of that style. 
The RPD retained this Subtype once it took over from the St.Petersburg Pochtamt. 

TYPE RS. "THERE AND BACK" MARKS OF THE RPD 
This is of course a continuation of Subtype R4B marks, from which they are indistinguishable in appearance. 
The earliest known marks (and the discovery of earlier strikes could reallocate them to Subtype R4B!) are: 

1869 PV 5-6 (14.12.69), 9-10 (13.9.69) and 13-14 (27.7.69) 
1870 PV 25-26 (14.8.70) 

and the Type was introduced on many other routes during the 1870s, the latest listed introduction date being 
31.7.81 on PV 35-36. 
The highest route numbers for which this Type is listed are PV 65-66 and then, after a surprising gap, PV 85-86 
(13.11.78). Few dates after 1881 are listed by K&R, the late survivors being PV 31-32 (17.9.84), PV 45-46 
(2.9.86) and finally PV 33-34 (10.7.89). 
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This Type exists in two significantly different Subtypes: 

SUBTYPES R5A & R5B, AS DEFINED BY ORIENTATION OF STATION NUMBER 

SUBTYPE RSA 

Upright station 

number. (as in 

earlier types) 

SUBTYPE RSB 

Sideways station 

number. 

K&R do not separate these two Subtypes, so that one can gain information from K&R on dates and routes for 

these Subtypes only from the strikes that they happen to have used for their excellent illustrations, and this is 

obviously not a very comprehensive source of change dates. The best I can do from K&R illustrations is to 

remark that the earliest (illustrated) date in Subtype R5B is 8.6. 70 (PV 5-6) but that rotation was clearly a 

gradual process as they show Subtype R5A continuing in use on several routes up to 1876, with two 1878 

examples for PV 59-60. 

There is an interesting story to be unravelled sometime as to the precise significance of these station (or sector) 

numbers - their function is clearly to identify where along the line the mark was applied. But there is no clear 

correlation between the number of these Numbers on a given route and the number of important stations (where 

one might expect the number to change) on that route as shown in railway timetables. It would be fascinating to 

know precisely where within the TPO route a particular station number was used: this seems a fruitful field for 

future investigations, if someone is brave enough! 

TYPE R6. "THERE ONLY" MARKS OF THE RPD 
It is not surprising that, as the previous Type marks did not define the direction in which the TPO was travelling 

when the marks were applied, it was decided to revert to the "there only" system of Subtype R4A. The Type R6 

marks had movable plugs which were changed when the train reversed direction, and the earliest dates listed by 

K&R are: 

13.10.76 

6.8.77 

7.8.77 

PV 16 

PV 61 

PV 41 

followed by two in 1878 and nine in 1879, etc., issued as replacement handstamps were needed and as marks 

were needed for new routes. However, the older marks were not always withdrawn at the same time the new 

style of mark was introduced - eg. on PV 31-32 the Type R5 marks continued to 17.9.84 althought the Type R6 

marks were introduced by 5.11.83 and 22.3.79 for PV 33 and PV 34 respectively. 

K&R list marks of this Type for nearly all TPOs up to 127, then for TPOs 153 & 158, with some earliest 

known strikes (particularly for those TPOs which only started operations late) in the late 1880s, to which I can 

add TPO 196 serial 2 dated 29.03.06. The odd occurence of very high numbers suggests that they (certainly 

196, and probably also 153 and 158) represent reissue of a returned, obsolete handstamp with a new route 

number plug to a newly numbered TPO. 

Most of the Type R6 handstamps were taken out of service by 1905, the late survivors being PV 28 (x4.ll.06), 

PV 86 (5.9.08), PV 125 (?.?.09) and PV 126 (9.6.10). 

SUBTYPES R6A & R6B, AS DEFINED BY PRESENCE AND ABSENCE OF STATION NUMBER 

Again we have a significant change in style of TPO mark which is not directly identifiable from the K&R 

listings, as the station number was dropped soon after the Type R6 marks were introduced, presumably to 

decrease the workload for the TPO staff as the quantity of business increased. So, again we have to work from 

the K&R illustrations for indications of the dates of this change. 
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Ar 
11 ~ 
ABf. 
880 

.... 2 -:• 

SUBTYPE R6A 
With station 
number. (as in 

previous type) 

~"" S-4r0 i i ~ ~ SUBTYPE R6B 
r ABr. ~ No station 
-1'0 1882 ~ number 

(/.,,1,,, 

The earliest date they illustrate for Subtype R6B (no station number) is 11.10.79 for PV 25, and the latest dates 
for Subtype R6A (with station number) are 11.1, 20.1 and 28.1.81 for PV 68, 3 and 81 respectively, so that this 

change seems to have been implemented more quickly and thoroughly (due presumably to the advantages for 
operations on the TPOs) than the change from Subtype RSA to RSB. 

TYPE R7. FRACTIONAL ("CROSSED") DATE 

Here we have two clearly different subtypes: 

SUBTYPE R7A: CIRCULAR MARKS 

Introduction runs parallel to the procedure already described for station marks in Type 

SS. Ignoring the "27.4.82" date attributed by K&R to PV 92 (which is a transposition 
error while copying from Ashford's book) the earliest marks are: 

22.9.92 PV 32 

6.2.94 PV 128 

?.?.94 PV 39 

followed by one in 1895 and two in 1896, and only 13 others before 1900: again a 
very gradual change to the new style, followed by a spate of nearly all the other TPOs in the next few years. 

Again, the older style of handstamp was not always withdrawn as soon as the new style was introduced on a 

particular route, eg. on PV 3 the Type R6 marks continued to 27 .8.03 although the Subtype R7 A marks 

commence by 20.3.01. 
The highest route number listed by K&R in this style is 289, all other numbers being 270 or lower, and it is 
therefore possible that the mark of PV 289 is a re-issue of a returned, obsolete handstamp with a new route 

plug. 
The withdrawal dates for the lower number Subtype R7A marks tend to be earlier than for the higher numbered 

routes, not surprising because the handstamps on the busiest routes (which tend to have the lower numbers) 
probably wore out more quickly, and the higher-numbered PVs would only have received their handstamps 

shortly before the Subtype R7A style was abolished. So, for PV 1-100 only 8 survived to 1910 and only one (PV 

58) to 1911, whereas for the higher numbers, 17 survived to 1910 and 3 to 1915: 6.3, 23.9 and 12.12.15 for PV 
244, 222 and 245 respectively. 

SUBTYPE R7B. OCTAGONAL MARKS 

K&R list many more of these elusive marks than I was aware of when I wrote about 
them in BJRP 66. Numbers are in the range PV 135 to 150, and the following 
observations arise beyond or confirming my BJRP 66 remarks: 

a.) One must refer to the BJRP article as well as to the K&R lists to know all the 

recorded examples as some of the BJRP information is not in K&R. 
b.) PV 133 is confirmed to have had an octagonal mark - but with the word 

'Otdelenie' in the text - and PV 150 is still the highest number, so 8 TPOs in all were 

involved, assuming that octagonal marks were also used on PV 143/144. 

c.) All these octagonal marks have fractional dates, like the octagonal 'Otdelenie P.V.' marks, whereas the 

octagonal 'P.Otdelenie V.' marks have three-line dates. 
d.) On none of the routes with Subtype R7B marks either a Type R6 or Subtype R7 A mark is listed. 
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e.) PV 133 and 134 are exceptions to the general pattern, PV 133 having been supplied with an 'OPV' mark 

instead of a 'PV' mark, while PV 134 was supplied with a normal circular Subtype R7A mark, and this seems to 

have been an initial attempt at the system then introduced for PV 135-150. 

f.) In due course all the octagonal Subtype R7B marks were replaced by oval Type R8 marks, and whatever 

caused the issue of the octagonal style marks was disregarded. 

I do not see that the extended information on dates, serial numbers and so forth in the K&R lists enables us to 

get closer to the reason for the existence of Subtype R7B, so the possibilities suggested in BJRP 66 still seem 

viable. 

TYPE RB. OVAL MARKS 
As with Type S6 we are concerned here with the "1903 type", and again it is gratify

ing that K&R can list (though again only one) a 1903 strike in this Type! Introduction 

was again gradual, the earliest marks in K&R being: 

?.?.03 PV 263 

1.2.04 PV 2 (OTD) 

3.7.04 

12.8.04 

27.10.04 

28.12.04 

PV 99 

PV 16 

PV 27 

PV 272 
with 12 more in 1905 and a further 15 in 1906. Again, the issue of the new style 

handstamp did not necessarily mean the immediate withdrawal of the old style 

handstamp, for instance the Subtype R6A mark for PV 124 continued until 12.6.09 

while the new Type R8 mark is listed from 7. 7 .06. 

With practically all TPO routes eventually using an oval Type R8 mark, routes up to PV 335 are listed by K&R 

with such marks, and then they add 4 others up to PV 352 in the post-Imperial 1917-1919 period, with such 

marks using the spelling of the Imperial period (Such marks were therefore possibly - though not necessarily -

introduced in the Imperial period). 

TYPE R9. MISCELLANEOUS MARKS 

One is left with a mishmash of other style marks used on numbered TPOs, which, ignoring one or two 

peculiarities of inscription, can be summarised as: 

SUBTYPE R9A. THE OTDELENIE MARKS 

These fit the pattern of the marks for the basic TPOs, according to date: 

- the octagonal 3-line date P.O.V. marks (PV 3-6): 9.8.82 to 28.8.05, 

- the octagonal fractional date O.P.V. marks (PV 14 & 133): 27.1.94 to 20.7.01, 

- the single circle O. P. V. mark (PV 4): listed only for 6. 11. 04, and 

- the oval "OTO." marks (PV 1-4): 1.2.04 to 27.10.15. 

Examples of these variants are illustrated below: 
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SUBTYPE R9B. CIRCULAR MARK THAT SHOUI.D BE OVAL 

K&R list the following marks in this abnormal style: 

2.2.24 PV 153 

13.12.16 - 24.11.17 

?.5.17 - 2.8.23 

PV 243 

PV 244 

Note that although the date of the first of these lies well 

outside the Imperial period, the spelling identifies it as a 

mark conceived before the Revolution. 

SUBTYPE R9C. MARKS WITH TPO NUMBER OMITTED 

K&R list four abnormal marks in this style: 

10.9.05 - 12.4.10 Warsaw-Vilna Otd. oval, running on part of the PV 4 route. 

10.6.07 

11.7.10 - 12.7.17 

4.7.14 

Moscow-Kostroma oval, running on the PV 33 route. 

Tomsk-Taiga Wagon oval, running on the PV 190• route. 

Vilna-Warsaw Otd. oval, running on part of the PV 3 route. 

• This mark is, according to Philip Robinson, not truly a "number omitted" variant for, at that time, this TPO 

was administered by the Tomsk postal administration, not by the RPO, although in the 1916 list it was still 

allocated this number. Perhaps one could equally regard it as a route with its number "partially withdrawn", or 

even as a newly created "quasi-unnumbered" route! However one describes it, it is a strange and apparently 

unique situation. 

SUBTYPE R9D. MARKS WITH TERMINI OMITTED 

K&R list only one abnormal mark in this style: 

7 .6.12 PV 158 

TYPE RIO. UN-NUMBERED ROUTES 
K&R, in producing a comprehensive list of these rare marks, have filled a long-felt gap, although some 

individual marks have been recorded before. Styles vary so much that I feel creating Subtypes for them would be 

superfluous, but a few examples were as follows: 

~~oHi 
~23 
.HHB. 
1878 
• 1 •'\.~ 

Ignoring those marks with which I have dealt under Type R3 above, there are 3 routes with 19th Century marks: 
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4.12.90 Livni Narrow Gauge Railway 3-line date 

12.5.91 - 26.8.94 Samarkand-Chardzbui 3-line date 

13.12.93 - 1.4.99 Chardzbui-Samarkand 3-line date 

17.4.92 - 24.1.95 Chardzbui-Uzun Ada fractional date 

6.7.95 Uzun Ada-Chardzbui fractional date 

and the other marks are all 20th Century. 

MISCELLANEOUS OTHER RAILWAY MARKS 
K&R also discuss and list other types of railway marks as follows: 

TYPE Ml. ST.PETERSBURG WCAL RAILWAYS 
Both the static and travelling marks of these "little" railways are discussed, and reference is made to my BJRP 

70 article on this intriguing subject. Typical marks within this group are: 

XO 
EJI l. : 

CJ AOP0rM 

&\ ~APCKO~ 
CBJ\°'b· 

No further comment is needed other than to remark that 

a.) the more recent discoveries of very early Poe:zd marks (K&R quote 1870-1871 but Dr.Casey, writing in 
BJRP 74 on the first discovery of the early period, described an 1872 strike) seem to represent an initial 

experimental phase, and 
b.) the occasional use of Poe:zd marks outside St.Petersburg now seems to have been confirmed, and the reason 

for this is not obvious. Maybe the postmark was sent out in the train if marking of mail at St.Petersburg was 

incomplete and was used outside St.Petersburg for the next appropriate train in? We do not know. 

TYPE M2. DOPLATIT MARKS 
K&R provide a stunning list of railway postage due marks (for 24 stations, 51 numbered TPOs and 3 un
numbered TPOs), another area covered in depth for the first time. Their earliest listed strikes are as follows: 

stations: 6.1.03 Belgorod Zhel.P.O. 
numbered routes: 18.11.98 PV 208 

un-numbered routes: 8.6.05 Tukkum-Riga line 

Some variations in style occur, but again creation of Subtypes seems unnecessary as the marks are all so rare. 

Some typical examples are shown below: 

TYPE M3. TWO-UNE MARKS 
From the Riga-Dunaburg-Orel Railway, some provisional two-line marks have been recorded that defy any 
attempt to fit them into the regular scheme of things, so they might as well be given their own group. All were 
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described by R. van Wijoeo in Yamshchik 17 and 18, none are in K&R. Two are provisional station marks, for 
the Riga station: 

er plCCI SU ,1op 
11 c1na6 18S, J'OAI 

the other two are provisional TPO marks: 

IIJ'OH') "P .l M·M>p 

~IOIUt 1865rQU 

All marks are known only from 1865-1866, and are obviously transitional marks for temporary use. 

SUMMARY 
When one compares the date ranges and styles of the mainstream station and TPO marks, the following pattern 

emerges: 

I Style of mark I Stations TPOs 

Preadhesive SI: 8.12.52 - 30.7.59 Rl: none known 

Dots S2: ?.?.58 - 29.6.66 R2: ?.?.58 - (1863?) 

3-line date S3: 27.4.60 - 6.7.66 R3: 21.3.61 - 7.1.05 

S4: 13.2.67 - 27.9.07 R4: 1.12.63 - 28.7.81 
RS: 27.7.69 - 10.7.89 
R6: 13.10.76 - 9.6.10 

Fractional date SS: 18.3.92 - 9.12.22 R7: 22.9.92 - 12.12.15 

Oval S6: 5.12.03 onwards R8: ?.?.03 onwards 

My final comment on the K&R book is that it is obvious, from the sampling effect mentioned earlier, that most 

of the listed starting dates for specific marks are later than the true starting dates (and, similarly, most of the 

listed end dates are earlier than the true end dates). It is possible from the data in K&R to come up with a 

probable date for some types in some situations, in particular to estimate the starting dates for the first 
handstamps issued to TPOs that had just been allocated a number. 

I trust that these reflections encourage those readers who have not yet obtained their copy of the K&R book on 

railway marks to rush along and order one before it is too late, and I trust also that the above notes will prove of 
assistance in the writing-up fo collections of these attractive and intriguing marks. We certainly have much less 
to learn about them as a result of the enormous effort put into the subject by our members Anatole Kiryushkin 

and Philip Robinson. 
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The 'Odessa MKV' postmark 

Leonard Tann 

Like the vast majority of main-line and city stations and termini in the first decade of this century, Odessa was 

issued with an oval postmark for the Odessa City Mainline Station. Fig. l shows a 1908 example of the oval 

'Odessa/Vokz. • serial "b" in the standard format of the period. 

......... ___ . 

Figure 1 

This "b" postmark is known from 1906 until September 1915. Strangely, the "a" postmark remains unrecorded, 

but it must have existed. 

Odessa had more than one station, as shown clearly in the Baedecker travel guide which is circa 1914 (p.393 and 

map on the folowing page). This shows the main station to be in the south of the city, on Kulikovo Pole, and at 

the edge of the page it indicates the direction of the railway line: to Galatz, Kishinev and Kiev. The Port Station 

had no post office, and does not figure in this discussion. The North Odessa Station is shown in an inset map, 

and is named the Bakhmach Station on that map. 

Figure 2 (with thanks to Philip Robinson) shows the main Odessa-Moscow line to be: Odessa-Razdelnaya

Birzula-Slobodka-Rudnitsa-Vapnyarka-Zhmerinka-(swinging north-east)-Kazatin-Fastov-Kiev and on to Moscow. 

Once the line reached Kiev, it was on the railway system of the Moscow-Kiev-Voronezh Railway Company. 
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Figure 2 

In the period 1912-1913 a new line was built - shown on the map in figure 2 as a dotted line - from the new 
Odessa North station linking Trikatnoe-Pomoshchnaya-(crossing the Birzula-Znamenka line)-Bobrinskaya(on the 
Tsvetkovo-Dolinskaya line) and linking up with the railway just north of Dnepr-Krasnoe. While the new line was 
under construction, a short section of it (Bobrinskaya-Cherkassy) had actually operated a local shuttel service 

mail van system for some years. In the period under discussion, this short section used oval postmarks reading 
'CHERKASSY-1-BOBRINSKAYA' and 'BOBRINSKAYA-2-CHERKASSY' with no serial letter but a tiny five

pointed star at the base. Of course, the numbers 1 and 2 had nothing to do with the nationwide numbering 
system in which 1-2 was allocated to the St.Petersburg-Moscow line. Here, the numbers were just serial letters, 

indicating the 'up' and 'down' directions. An example of the 'l' postmark was shown by Peter Ashford in BJRP 
66, p.17. 
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Figure 3 
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The route Odessa-Bakhmach, given TPO numbers 309-310, is known to have been operating by 1913. All route 

numbers of 300 and over are relatively scarce. An example of the BAKHMACH-309-ODESSA mark is shown in 

figure 3 As far as we are aware, the Cherkassy-Bobrinskaya postmark continued in use into 1914, and possibly 

even later. It may have been retained for local use, although the route was now part of a much longer new 

railway line. As an aside, it must be mentioned that the Bobrinskaya-Cherkassy route existed as early as the 

1880s, and if postmarks exist from that time, they must be scarce. 

Taking the evidence of the postmarks, the new route was opened in 1913, and it provided a more direct route 

from Odessa to Moscow: Starting at the Odessa North (or "Bakhmach") Station, it went via Pomoshchnaya

Bobrinskaya-Cherkassy-Piryatin-Bakhmach and on to Moscow. This cut out the detour via Zhmerinka and Kiev. 

In the 1916 postal list the Odessa mainline station is referred to as the 'Glavnaya' (main station) and the Odessa 

North Station is called the 'Moskovskaya' station - for obvious reasons. The railways around Odessa were part 

of the South-Western Railways, the new line linking up with the Moscow-Kiev-Voronezh Railway. We may 

assume that this all held good for the years 1915 to perhaps 1918 or later. At some point there must have been a 

reorganisation, but that may not have come until 1924 or later. Anyway, by 1913 there was an Odessa North 

Station with a direct link to Moscow. 

Figure 4 Onto the scene comes the postmark in figure 4: ODESSA/VOKZ.M.K.V.Zh.D. = 
Odessa/Station of the Moscow-Kiev-Voronezh Railway (hereafter called the MKV 

Station for short). This illustration was taken from the Kiryushkin & Robinson book. 

Again, this is the "b" postmark, recorded used between May 1922 until at least 1924. 

The immediate guess is that this postmark was introduced at the postal desk in the 

Odessa North Station - the MKV Station! - to distinguish it from the simple 

ODESSA/VOKZ. postmark used at the main station. 

Until now, no example of the MKV "a" postmark had been recorded, and it might have been a good guess to 

say that this was introduced in the post-Imperial period, pehaps 1917-1918, when some changes were made. We 

might thus have guessed that a MKV "a" postmark was used around 1917-1919, with the "b" postmark coming 

into use a little later, perhaps in 1920-1922. We can now prove such a guess to be wrong. 

Figure 5 shows a very fine postcard addressed to Cherkassy. It bears a registration label reading 'Odessa 

Vokzal' and three fine strikes of the Odessa MKV postmark, serial "a", dated 29-3-1916 - 6¼ years earlier than 

the earliest recorded strike of the "b" postmark! The Cherkassy arrival mark ties one of the War Charity stamps 
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Figure 5 

to the card. The franking of 13k (3k postcard rate, 10k registration) is made up - curiously - by a 4k Romanov 
card and 3 x 3k War Charity stamps. 

I am grateful to other collectors who have sent me some covers from their collections, showing registration 
labels of Odessa Station and of the other postmark of the Odessa MKV station: serial "b", namely John Holland, 
Ed Kossoy, Eric Peel and Derek Palmer. 

Figure 6 shows a 1922 registered cover from Odessa to Germany (Kossoy collection). Franked on the reverse 
with 2k and SR Arms stamps, it bears a Odessa MKV Station postmark, serial "b", and a registration label 
reading 'Odesskoe/Zhel.Dor.P.O.'. Figure 7 shows another 1922 cover from this station, this time with the same 
registration label as the cover in figure 5, postmark serial "b". Both the latter two covers also bear the "Three 
Triangle" postmarks, of Moscow and Odessa respectively. These postmarks are now generally regarded as 
representing secret inspection by the censors. 

Let us ask the question now: are we SURE that the Central Mainline Odessa Station used a simple standard 
ODESSA/VOKZ. oval, and the Odessa North (or MKV) Station the ODESSA/MKV postmark? The next few 
covers appear to confirm this theory. Figure 8 shows a cover from the collection of our member Derek Palmer 
in Chile. It is adressed to Vienna, dated 1923. The registration label reads ODESSA GLAVN./ZHEL.DOR. 
P.O .. The oval postmark at lower left is a Soviet remake of the oval postmark, the inner date bars are shorter 
than those in the earlier types and the word 'Vokzal' has no final "hard sign". So the Soviets continued to use a 
simple ODESSA/VOKZ. oval at the mainline station. Figure 9, from the Eric Peel collection, shows the same 
registration label and another new Soviet oval postmark, a new serial "a" postmark. The original "a" postmark is 

as yet unrecorded. Sadly, some the stamps were cut out of the centre of the cover. Finally, figure 10 shows 
another fine cover from the Derek Palmer collection. Again the new "a" postmark, but this time the registration 
label matches that of the 1916 period, simply reading ODESSA VOKZAL. 

Figure 11 from Eric Peel throws a spanner in the works! It bears an Odessa/Vokzal oval of Soviet manufacture, 
serial "g" dated 11-3-1924, but the registration label in the Latin alphabet for foreign mail reads: 'Odessa 
Gare/Moscou-Kiew-Woronej'. If this was registered as the MKV Station, which up to now we associated with 
the MKV postmark, why does it have the simple oval postmark and not the MKV postmark?! 
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It is indeed possible that by March 1924 the MKV "b" postmark had been worn out or lost. The fact that Eric's 

cover has a new Soviet postmark with serial "g" suggests that new ones were made: perhaps the new Soviet-type 
"a" and "b" for the Odessa Central Station and a new "g" for the MKV Station, with the allocation of the 
inevitable "v" postmark as yet unknown. It might well be that some reorganisation was in progress, merging 
previously independent or regional railway companies. In any case, this seems to confirm that the Odessa MKV 

"b" postmark was not in use after March 1924. 

There are some notable 'gaps' and perhaps until these are filled we can only suggest a theory that has to be 

tested. 

The original Odessa/Vokz. "a" postmark, dating from about 1905, is yet to be recorded. 
The simple Odessa/Vokz. "b" seems to disappear around late 1915. We ought to assume that it continued in use 

throughout the revolutionary period until replaced by the Soviet remake, perhaps around 1920-1921. 
If our assumption is correct that the Odessa MKV "a" postmark was introduced around early 1916, why have we 

not found more examples of this postmark? If the route Odessa-Bakhmach (309/310) was in operation by 1913, 
were the Odessa MKV postmarks in use as early as that as well? 
What are the earliest and latest dates we can assign to the Odessa MKV "b • postmark? 

Can we assume that at some time prior to March 1924 the MKV postmarks were discontinued and replaced by 

ordinary Odessa/Vokz. postmarks in Soviet style? 

Let me conclude these notes on the subject by making some very tentative observations regarding the registration 

labels. Certainly in the period up to 1913 - perhaps later - the only railway station in Odessa possessing postal 

facilities was the Odessa Mainline Station, listed in the 1916 list as the Glavnaya Vokzal. So batches of 
registration labels (both Cyrillic and Latin) were printed simply saying Odessa Vokzal. At whatever date the new 
Odessa MKV Station opened a postal desk (1916? 1915? 1913?) it simply 'borrowed' a batch of registration 

labels reading Odessa Vokzal. A new batch of labels were then printed for the mainline station, reading 

ODESSA GLAVNAYA ZH.D.P.O. and labels like the one on the cover in figure 11 were printed for the 
Odessa MKV Station. When these two series ran out, both stations used residual supplies of the old Odessa 

Vokzal labels. It would be nice to see covers with a Cyrillic Odessa Vokzal/M.K.V.Zh.D. label. 
It should be remembered that in the 1918-1921 period, a civil war raged, Ukraine was independent, the railway 

sytem was disrupted and the Kherson province, in which Odessa was situated, was occupied by Denkin's forces 

for some time during 1919. It may well have been the case that Cyrillic postmarks and registration labels - such 

as those at the Odessa MKV station - were discarded or lost. When Russian/Soviet control was resumed, they 
used whatever was available - perhaps a surviving batch of the original Odessa Vokzal labels and the MKV "b" 

postmark. 

The one thing we can say with certainty is that the ODESSA/MKV postmark is uncommon, the "a" serial even 

scarce. There ought to be more examples of it in the 1915-1918 period. We hope that members and readers can 

help to plug these yawning gaps in our knowledge and help us build up a better picture of the postal services 

offered by the Odessa railway stations in the final decade of the Imperial period and the early Soviet period. 
Perhaps those of our members with contacts abroad can help us by bringing new material to our notice. 
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Sochi: the 1918 surcharge - a further look 

P. T. Ashford & Robert Taylor 

The acquisition by Robert Taylor of some material originally illustrated in Soviet Philatelist as long ago as 1926, 

allows us to take a fresh look at the typographical surcharge of "60"(k) (on lk. perf. and imperf. and 3k imperf. 

of the 1909-1917 Arms issue) locally issued at the Caucasian town of Sochi on the Black Sea, in late 1918. 

Map showing the Sochi area on the Nonh-east Black Sea coast 

As far as is known, the first mention of the Sochi surcharge appeared in Soviet Philatelist (Nos.3-4, 1923). This 

was a short article signed only by the initials 'V .S. '. The writer said that because of a substantial increase in the 

postal tariff (to 60k. for an ordinary letter, and to l.20R for a registered letter), stamps of lk and 3k were 

issued surcharged '60'. V.S. added that 25 sheets were issued, 2500 stamps in all, but he was not altogether sure 

how many of these were lk imperf., lk perf. or 3k imperf. stamps. He seemed to think that 15 of the sheets 

were lk imperf. (but queries whether this might be 12), 5 sheets were lk perf. (but queries whether this could 

have been 8) and seems fairly sure that there were 5 sheets of 3k (imperf.). 

V .S. also referred to the different types of surcharge, and errors he had identified. The types of surcharge, he 

explained, were due to the lack of type in the correct size and style. He also made a number of other 

observations - that these surcharged stamps were used elsewhere on the Black Sea coast, and possibly in 

Abkhazia as well; and also that apart from postage stamps, fiscals of various sorts were issued by the Sochi 

Town Council from the beginning of 1918. 

What V.S. didn't say was that he was in Sukhum (70 miles down the coast) in February 1919, very anxious to 

get hold of some of the surcharged stamps, and find out all he could about them. Unable to reach Sochi himself, 

he got someone to approach the Post Office on his behalf (on 13 February 1919) and obtain a 'certificate of 

authenticity' which stated that the stamps were an official issue. At the same time (we believe) be got his Sochi 

contact to obtain quite a number of the stamps, mostly stuck to small pieces and cancelled with the same 

datestamp on the same day as the certificate (SOCHI CHERNOM * * b 13.2.19). Some of these pieces are now 

in Robert Taylor's collection. They appear to bear the same cancellation and date, though it must be admitted 

that the impressions on the stamps (unlike that on the certificate) are generally very messy. 

This certificate was reproduced in the second article to be published on the Sochi stamps. This was a compre

hensive article ('Provisional stamps of Sotchi' by W.A. Bessonoff, in Soviet Philatelist 7, 1926). We are grateful 

to W.A. Bessonoff for his persistent enquiries about the stamps for he, in the summer of 1924, went to Sochi 

Post Office, where he interested the Postmaster and his assistant in his efforts to find out how the 1918 stamps 

had come to be issued. The assistant was something of a stamp collector who had worked in the post office in 
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1918, but despite this seemed unable to help. Be~sonoff dismissed the young man as a likely perpetrator of the 
surcharges. No documentation whatsoever could be unearthed on the stamps, earlier archives having been lost in 
1919 when there was a fire at the post office . 
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CERTIFICATE 
The present certificate is issued by the Sochi Post Office to certify that, due to the shortage of postal tokens and 

increase of tariff to 60 kop. for ordinary letters and 1R.20kop. for registered letters, it has issued 25 sheets 

(2500) of stamps surcharged: 

60 on 1 kop. and 60 on 3 kop. 

For Chief 
Orderly Official 

13 II 1919 

(Signature) 

(Signature) 

What really prompted W.A. Bessonoff to sit down and write his article was the acquisition of some Sochi 
material from a then well-known philatelist, Mr. Werkmeister. He obtained a whole sheet of the 60/lk(impert) 
surcharge, and also the certificate of 13 February 1919. It seems possible that the sheet and the certificate 
originated with 'V .S. ', although we are not told this. It is also likely that the stamps on pieces now owned by 
Robert Taylor came from the same source. Bessonoff was not impressed with the P.O. certificate which he 
thought was vague. True, it did not say exactly how many sheets of each basic stamp were surcharged, nor did 
it give the date when the stamps were originally issued, but this is probably due to V.S.'s intermediary not 
making his request specific enough. W.A. Bessonoff was puzzled by the postal rate of 60k and largely for this 

reason could not believe that the issue was necessary. Although he knew that the Armenian Republic had issued 
60k surcharges in October 1919, he was unaware that the ordinary letter rate in Georgia had been 60k. In a 
short article (BJRP 31, October 1962) P.T. Ashford argued that as the stamps were issued when the Sochi area 
was part of the Georgian Republic (at least in theory) they should be in the catalogue under Georgia. The Sochi 
provisional was surely similar to the Giryusy surcharges of 60k and 120k issued in a remote area of Armenia 
because of exactly the same difficulty in obtaining postal supplies. This 60k letter rate seems to have been a 
Transcaucasian arrangement including Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan, though each had differences in other 
tariffs. The 60k rate was introduced in Armenia on 25 February 1919 and in Azerbaijan on 10 October 1919. 
For Georgia the date is doubtful, Major J.J. Darlow confirming it was in force on 9 March 1919, but it was 
most probably introduced late the previous year, perhaps in November or December 1918. 

The various contributors confirm that the Chemomorskaya gubemiya was in turmoil during 1918, and seaside 
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towns such as Sochi, Adler, Gagry and Sukhum were (apart from the telegraph) all maintaining communication, 

if at all, by sea. The Soehl P.O. must have received some sort of notice from Tiflis that the letter rate should be 
increased to 60k, with a similar fee for registration, and with relatively few stamps on hand and none likely to 
be received, decided to produce a supply of 2500 to ease the position. 

Bessonoff goes into detail as to the layout of the surcharges on his lk imperf. sheet. Soviet Philatelist illustrated 
the sheet, but it was so reduced in size and reproduction so poor, that it is of limited use in identifying individual 
surcharges. He di, however, give a key to the seven types of surcharge, and identified individual stamps showing 
errors. With this help, reference to stamps and pieces and a cover (see below) in Robert Taylor's collection, 
together with items owned by Lloyd Kannenberg (of Weston, Mass.) and illustrations in the H.R. Harmer Inc. 
catalogue of the 'Fredk. T. Small' collection (1974), we can illustrate fairly satisfactorily each type of surcharge. 

In the 1926 article, seven types of surcharge are described, and these are illustrated below. The surcharges were 
applied by typography in dull black ink. We describe the types as follows: 

Type 1 Large "60", 'enumerator type'. Thick underlining bar. There is one stamp (pane 2 stamp 10) which 
Bessonoff describes as Type lA, with no underlining bar. 

Type 2 Large "60", 'block type'. Medium underlining bar, which occurs on all stamps of this Type. 

Type 3 Medium "60", 'enumerator type'. Medium underlining bar. There are three stamps (pane 2 stamps 23, 
24,25) of Type 3A, with no underlining bar. 

Type 4 Medium "60", 'block type'. Thin underlining bar. There is one stamp (pane 3 stamp 5) of Type 4A 
with no underlining bar. 

Type 5 Small "60", 'block type'. Medium underlining bar. 

Type 6 Very small "~", 'block type'. Medium underlining bar. One stamp (pane 4 stamp 18) has the "60" 

inverted and this is described as Type 6A. 

Type 7 Very small "60", 'block type'. No underlining bar. One stamp (pane 3 stamp 22) has the "60" inverted 
and this is described as Type 7 A. 

60 60 60 60 60 GO 

I 
, 3 J/, s ' 7 

THE SEVEN TYPES OF SURCHARGE 
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SHEEI' LAYOUT OF THE SOCHI 60k SURCHARGE 

PANE I PANE2 

TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

no bar 

TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE 
1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 

TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 

TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

no bar no bar no bar 

TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE 
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

no bar 

TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE 
4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 

TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE 
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 . 5 5 5 

TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE 
5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 

inv. 

TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE 
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 

inv. 

PANE3 PANE4 
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If we were to question W.A. Bessonoffs listing of Types, we are tempted to suggest that Type 7 could well be 

the same as Type 6 (except, of course, for not being underlined). Robert Taylor has carefully compared these 
Types and cannot identify any difference, an opinion with which the other author completely agrees. However, 

we are continuing with Bessonoffs classification in this article rather than regard Type 7 as a subtype of Type 6. 

Looking at the distribution of Types over the sheet as shown in this article, we can follow the small-time printer 

setting up his forme of loose type to match the four panes of the sheets of the basic stamps. First he selected the 
most suitable size of figures with thick printer's rule (to obliterate the original figure of value) and using this 
type (Type 1) went straight across the top for two rows, though missing the printer's rule on the last stamp of 

the second row, in pane 2. On the third row he came to a halt (pane 1 stamp 15) having exhausted all 25 sets of 

Type 1. 

Selecting the next best in size (Type 2) he managed to get as far as pane 2 stamp 17, using 12 sets of this Type 
in all. The next type proved to be of medium size (Type 3) and lasted for the remainder of the two top panes -

13 sets - except the last three stamps did not receive the underlining. 
Starting with pane 3, using a new type fount (Type 4) he was able to continue to pane 3 stamp 10 (15 sets) 

except for one stamp (pane 3 stamp 5) which showed no underlining. Type 5 started on pane 4 stamp 6 and 

continued until pane 3 stamp 20, using 20 sets. 

The printer had really got down to his smallest type now, starting with Type 6 (pane 4 stamp 16) for five sets 
(pane 4 stamp 18 having the figures inverted); continuing with Type 7 (Type 6 without underlining?) for the 
bottom row of panes 3 and 4 (pane 3 stamp 22 with inverted figures again), using a total of 10 sets. 

Were the two inverted surcharges accidental? This seems very possible for they were in the smallest size of type 

and on the two lowest rows of the sheet. 

Some enlarged illustrations of Sochi Provisionals: 
Top row: Types 4,1,1, bottom row: Types 3,1,1. 

(Lloyd Kannenberg collection) 

W.A. Bessonoff maintained that although seven main Types could be identified, it was possible to indentify each 
and every surcharge by careful measurement of such aspects as the length and position of the underlining, 

distance between figures, etc. 
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If V.S. 's original guess as to the number of sheets surcharged was correct (15 sheets of lk imperf., 5 sheets of 
lk perf. and 5 sheets of 3k imperf.), then it is interesting to speculate on the extremely limited numbers of 
stamps produced, and we can see from this breakdown how rare some of the items must be: 

Value: lk im~rf. lk ~rf. 3k im~rf. 

~ 
1 360 120 120 
lA (no line) 15 5 5 
2 180 60 60 
3 150 50 50 
3A (no line) 45 15 15 
4 210 70 70 
4A (no line) 15 5 5 
5 300 100 100 
6 60 20 20 
6A (invert) 15 5 5 
7 135 45 45 
7A (invert) 15 5 5 

TOTAL: 1500 500 500 

Pair of Type 1 and single Type 7 (all on lk perf.) on registered cover cancelled Adler Chemom. (?) "a" 25 (or 
29).12.18, and addressed to Sochi. 
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One other aspect of the stamps remains for comment, and that is the series of three covers reported by W .A. 
Bessonoff as having been in his possession. Two of these covers were addressed to Boris Nikolaevich Shishoff, 
at Pokrovskaya ulitsa no.7, Sochi, and were franked with "one stamp of each type". Bessonoff did not elaborate 
on this and in the absence of illustrations we are left in a bit of doubt as to whether each cover bore a single 
stamp (not registered), or whether each cover bore two stamps ("of each type") and was therefore registered. 
We are not told which types of surcharge and which basic stamps. 

The third cover was illustrated and is now in Robert Taylor's collection. It is registered and was sent to Julia 
Nikolaevna Kashina at Podgornaya ulitsa no.8, Socbi. The envelope is of the "bomemade" variety, common at 
the time, with handwriting on the inside. It is franked with three 60k Sochi stamps, all on lk perf. (a pair of 
Type 1 surcharges and a single Type 7) whereas we would have expected two stamps to meet the l .20R 
registered rate, a fact which Bessonoff was quick to point out. The illustration in the original article is poor and 
the cancellations by no means clear. It was impossible to recognise the datestamp as being from Socbi, and it 
was not until Robert Taylor acquired the cover that we realised it was not sent from Socbi at all, but from Adler 
(Cbemomorskaya guberniya), a small town about 20 miles down the coast. We think the cancellations read 
"Adler Chemom. * * a" and are dated either 25.12.18 or 29.12.18. It thus pushes back the issue date of the 
stamps at least to December 1918. No registration label was used, but there is a manuscript 'N.190/Adler' which 
could have sufficed. 

We do not think W.A. Bessonoff was too impressed with his covers, all presumably sent on the same day and 
addressed in the same hand. He was unhappy that the third cover was overfranked, but was able to confirm that 
both addresses really did exist in Sochi. The usage from Adler does support V.S.'s comments in 1923 that the 
Sochi stamps were also used in the southern portion of Cbemomorskaya guberniya, and possibly in Abkhazia. 

Sochi had been occupied by Georgian forces since May 1918 when they followed Transcaucasian troops in 
occupying the whole of the Black Sea coast up to Tuapse. In September 1918 the Bolsheviks pushed the 
Georgians out of Tuapse, but in the following months the Georgians' adversary changed to be the Volunteer 
Army, which continued to press the Georgians back down the coast to Sochi. Kazemzadeb states that the 
Georgian agent in Sochi telegraphed Tiflis asking whether they should hold their positions around Socbi, to 
which the Georgian government replied that Sochi should be held. Long discussions between the Georgians and 
Denikin's forces were held, about where the boundary between them should be. These arguments were never 
resolved, even after the British arrived on the scene and tried to mediate. 
The Volunteer Army did · push the Georgians out of Sochi, but historians are not precise as to when this 
occurred. Denikin's troops invaded the Sochi district in January 1919 but Sochi itself may have been bypassed, 
and it could have been as late as May 1919, in view of the various meetings and conferences, before the 
Georgians finally withdrew to Gagry (where the British were located). Imperial stamps were still in use at Socbi 
on 7.3.19. 

So how do we view the Sochi surcharges? 

In November-December 1918 there is no doubt that Sochi was part of Georgia, when Tiflis probably telegraphed 
the Sochi Post Office with instructions about the new 60k postal tariff, the local postmaster thereupon arranging 
to produce and issue the surcharged stamps. There is the point, made by Bessonoff, that a printing of 2500 
stamps (small though it sounds) was a large number for a post office whose postal operations in 1918 must have 
been decidedly limited, so whether there was some philatelic inspiration behind the issue or not, we simply do 
not know. Bessonoff harboured some misgivings. 

We have no reason to doubt that the stamps should be listed under Georgia, as provisionals for the Sochi area. 
How quickly the Volunteer Army moved to occupy Sochi would determine bow long the 60k tariff was held in 
force, the Denikin letter rate evidently being less, at 35k. 
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Thinking about Ukraine, 1992-1994 

Ivo Steyn 

With the publication of two catalogues of Ukrainian stamp issues - both official and non-official - it is perhaps an 

opportune moment to summarise the turbulent developments in Ukrainian philately of the past three years. While 

it is obvious that an extraordinary number of bogus Ukrainian issues have been pumped into the market, there 

are enough genuine philatelic developments 'out there' to keep any collector happy. 

National stamp issues 
Let us start with the least contested category, that of the stamps issued by the national postal organisation. I will 

not give a complete listing here, but I would stress that such a listing is surprisingly short, particularly when 

compared to the massive flood of Russian stamps issued during the same period. The national postal organisation 

showed itself to be averse to provisional solutions when it issued a set of definitives - the 'Narbut' issue - fairly 

early on in its existence. Unfortunately, hyperinflation soon made the lower values of this issue useless, and 

stamp shortages became the norm. The issue of a second set of definitives with (much) higher face values, and 

the recent issue of a series of non-denominated definitives has hopefully remedied these shortages somewhat, 
although it has yet to be seen if the new stamps can be produced and distributed in sufficient numbers. 

However, among the (very handsome) Ukrainian commemoratives there are a few issues which set philatelists' 

hairs on end. During 1993, a number of Ukrainian stamp issues were printed by an Austrian firm. The terms of 

this agreement were very odd indeed, and basically resulted in very low print runs (200,000 being the norm), 

and an almost total lack of distribution within Ukraine itself. Some residual stocks of these stamps are now 

slowly filtering onto the Ukrainian philatelic market, but normal postal usage rarely took place. One could 

compare this unfortunate situation with that of the average chunk of rock in the Pacific Ocean, the stamp issues 

of which are almost all circulating abroad. However, this Austrian agreement seems to have been tom up by the 

Ukrainian postal organisation, and new stamp issues will be printed in Moscow. 

Summarising: a small but not uninteresting category of stamp issues. The true challenge probably lies in 

acquiring postally used examples, or even examples used on cover. 

Local stamp issues 
This is, of course, the category that has created a lot of problems. A recent issue of Trident/Vysnik was almost 

completely devoted to the definition of this category. I use the term 'local' in a very strict sense: a stamp issue 

that was only intended to fulfill local needs, and was never intended for nationwide distribution. The interesting 

argument whether or not a stamp issue is official, semi-official or non-official I will happily ignore: to my mind, 

a stamp issue is by definition official, since the definition of a stamp is 'a token, to be used for the prepayment 

of postal services, issued by or on behalf of the appropriate official body'. If it wasn't issued by the postal 

authorities (on whatever level), it isn't a stamp, but a label, cinderella, phantasy, etc. 

Local stamp issues are almost always problematic, because the question whether the issue was sanctioned by the 

national postal authorities immediately rears its ugly head. Even worse, the central authorities may actually 

change their mind about whether or not a certain local issue was 'legitimate' or not! In Ukraine, the central 

postal authorities presented the post offices with a very difficult problem by failing to provide them with 

sufficient numbers of stamps, while simultaneously raising postal rates drastically, requiring the post offices to 

keep track of postal income AND - after a period of confusion - forbidding them to create provisional stamp 

substitutes. Something had to give! Many post offices used 'Taxe Percue' markings almost exclusively -

sometimes even with a fixed value, thus creating a baffling hybrid of postal stationery and blank envelope - but 

this made exact accounting of income at the counter difficult, if not impossible. Many other post offices created 

provisional stamps, either by overprinting useless stocks of Soviet stamps, or by printing simple stamp designs 

by computer printer or handstamp. A third category of issues came into being when many post offices started 
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nNWNTt HHAtlCC nptADpHRTIIR C8R3H MKT8 Ha.JH8QtHHR 

Top: registered letter from Svitanok (Kiev obl.) to Riga, Latvia. Mixed franking of co"ect rate of 7.60. 
Below: ordinary letter from Kiev to Voru, Estonia. Co"ect rate was 2520Krb, but who's counting? 

nawne HH.l,tltC "npunpHRTHR CBR3N 11ecra Hl3HaqtHHfl 
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Top: bogus Crimean 15 rouble stamp, but it got this letter from Dzhankoi to St.Petersburg. Correct rate! 
Below: apparently genuine 3Krb local stamp from Pereyaslav-Khmelnitskii, on letter to Kiev. Correct rate! 
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applying their 'Taxe Per~ue' handstamps (or variations thereof) to slips of paper. This made accounting a lot 

simpler, but it also created a strange new category of 'semi-stamps'. 

In the midst of all this, the post offices faced one final problem, although few of them seem to have perceived it 

as such: the influence of local philatelists. The local issues of many post offices were undoubtedly influenced by 

philatelists. In fact, in some cities an unholy alliance between post office and philatelists came into being. The 

results were horrendous: local issues in 28 different colours and 150 different values, with inverted, double, 

triple and decaple overprints. Stamp issues from Hell. 

Even worse, an alliance between philatelists and post office makes the production of 'authenticating' covers so 

easy, that whether or not a certain issue exists on cover is no longer a useful criterion in judging its character. 

1_1lese days, the only way a local stamp issue can prove its having been sold at the post offices is by turning up 

on large quantities of commercial mail. 

After this long introduction, let's take 'a look at Ukrainian local issues. The Mother Of All Provisionals was 

surely the set of 12 Trident overprints produced in Kiev in early 1992. That set, the 10 similar overprints 

produced in Lvov (same values, but no 0.50/2k or 5.00/3k) and the 4 similar overprints produced for Chernigov 

(0.50/lk, 0.50/2k, 1.00/lk, 3.00/3k) are in a sense the only uncontested provisional issues of Ukraine, as they 

were - more or less grudgingly - recognised by the central postal authorities. These are frustrating stamps for the 

collector, as the difference between the Kiev and Lvov issues is hard to distinguish on the basis of individual 

stamps, and the three identical overprints from Chernigov don't help much either. Only the unique 1.00/lk 

overprint in black from Chernigov is readily identifiable. Furthermore, these stamp issues have been disfigured 

by a flood of forgeries, speculative material such as overprints in different colours, on different basic stamps, 

etc. 

Apart from these three issues, there are few uncontested cases out there. The viewpoint of the Ukrainian central 

authorities is simple: everything else was and is illegal junk, but this hard-line stance is not tenable in the light of 

the background sketched above. 

There are a few recognisable categories into which local issues fall, or can be shoehorned. 

Overprints Definitely the shadiest category. 

Computer-produced labels By their nature easy to forge and imitate. 

Crude impressions on slips of paper See above. 

Meter impressions on slips of paper As known from Kiev, Poltava, etc. 

Professionally-produced stamp issues Only from Chernivtsy. 

The field is simply too wide to summarise here, and I refer the readers to the two catalogues, and to recent 

issues of Ukrainian specialist journals, e.g. Ukrainian Philatelist. Over the next few issues of the BJRP, some of 

the more prominent issues will be reviewed, starting with the Nikolaev "computer" stamps elsewhere in this 

issue. 

Speculative and phantasy issues 
A mixed bag of a category, this, and some cases from the Twilight Zone between this category and the previous 

category make life difficult. To start with the obviously bogus, of a large number of issues we now know that 

the local post office had nothing to do with their production, sale or usage. The number of such issues is simply 

huge. In the recent Stollberg catalogue, no fewer than 150 out of 271 pages are devoted to describing these 

phantasy issues. However, you will not hear me condemn people who collect such material. Collecting 

'Cinderellas' is an old and honourable hobby, and collecting Ukrainian bogus issues of 1992-1994 could be a 

very enjoyable specialisation, even if it is well outside the realm of philately. 

But of many issues it is difficult to decide if one is dealing with a legitimate local issue, a wholly private 

phantasy issue or some unholy hybrid between the two. Take the Trident overprints produced at Melitopol. 

These exist in a dazzling variety of overprints, combinations of overprint and basic stamp, and never mind the 

overprint 'errors'! At first sight one would assume one is dealing with a nasty bit of private enterprise. 

However, the number of covers that have demonstrably travelled through the post, mailed from a variety of post 
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offices within the region, by and to different persons, makes it difficult to dismiss this issue altogether. And 
there are many more cases like that. 

Postal stationery 
One field of collecting that is relatively unencumbered by speculative and bogus junk is that of postal stationery. 
The huge stocks of USSR postal stationery items have been overprinted to make up the rapidly rising rates 
throughout Ukraine, both on the oblast level and on the regional and local level. The result is a stupendous 
number of collectable varieties, recent estimates being in the thousands and tens of thousands. The field is 
simply too big to explore within a few pages, let alone a few lines. In Ukrainian Philatelist 68(1994), Lubomyr 

?nyshkevych reviewed only those stationery overprints that featured a Trident. By keeping his descriptions brief 
and ignoring subtypes, varieties and combinations of overprint and basic item, he was able to keep the length of 
this article down to 12 pages. I have recently inventoried my collection of Dnepropetrovsk issues, and a fairly 
complete inventory (of my collection, which undoubtedly has many 'holes') took 6 pages to describe. One city, 

in one oblast (out of 25)! Let's face it, we're not going to see a catalogue of this field for a long time to come. 
For the moment, the efforts of Dr. Stollberg in the German Potschta are our best approximation of such a 
catalogue. 
Probably the most challenging and exciting specialisation in the field of post-Soviet philately. 

Postmarks and postal history 
When the Baltic states went ballistic, collecting postmarks became a very exciting hobby again, as the old Soviet 
postmarks were mutilated, modified, and finally replaced by wholly nationalised postmarks. Ukraine has been a 
bit of a disappointment in the postmark field, although there are some desovietised postmarks out there, most 
notably from Kiev, Lvov and Lugansk, but in the vast majority of the post offices, old Soviet postmarks are still 
being used as we speak. Oh well, maybe there's more to come. Commemorative postmarks are thick on the 
ground, as they were before the break-_up of the USSR. 

But in the field of postal history, Ukraine offers enough wonderment for any collector. High inflation always 
makes for a nice collection of postal rates, and the stamp shortages have resulted in a wondrous array of 

markings to denote that postage has been paid. Manuscript markings (many referring to "form 47", the circular 
in which a new rate is announced) are fairly scarce, but there is a staggering number of "Taxe percue" markings 
out there. Quite often, many places in the same oblast are using similar markings, so that whole families of TP 
markings exist. Here, too, lines often blur: blank envelopes were often pre-marked with a TP marking, creating 
something midway between a postal stationery envelope and a blank cover... Some offices noted the rate in 
roubles, others in karbovanets or in "kupons" (as the karbovanets banknotes are known). 

As noted by Trevor Pateman in BJRP 74, Postage Due markings are never seen. In that respect, the 1917-1923 
hyperinflation was an oasis of law and order compared to 1992-1994. 

Ukraine: El Dorado or pariah? 
Summarising, Ukraine offers an awful lot to any collector at present. But it's not an area you should take up 

without a LOT of literature to hand. If stamps are what interest you, then the first thing to do is decide for 
yourself what you want and don't want to collect. The Stollberg and Onyshkevych catalogues are fairly 
indispensable while making up your mind, and recent issues of Ukrainian Philatelist are also required reading. 
For postal stationery and postal history, the sky's the limit. Have fun! 
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Ukraine: the Nikolaev "computer" stamps 

Ivo Steyn 

As we are within the confines of a Russian philatelic journal, I will use the Russian name of the city: Nikolaev, 
rather than the Ukrainian name Mykolayiv, since we all know which city we're talking about: the capital of the 
oblast of the same name. It's a fairly large city, with over 500,000 inhabitants. Nikolaev oblast as a whole has 
about 1.3 million inhabitants, and borders on Odessa oblast in the west, on Kirovograd oblast in the north and on 
Dnepropetrovsk and Kherson oblasts in the east. 
Nikolaev was struck by the 'stamp-famine' of 1992-1994 like the rest of Ukraine, and two groups of local issues 
were available at the post offices. The first group is those of the "computer" stamps which are the subject of this 
article, the second group consists of a number of rather nasty surcharges on Soviet definitives and 
commemoratives which, although accepted for postage, were definitely philatelically inspired. By contrast, the 
"computer" stamps, although they exist in a dazzling variety of forms, values and colours, appear to have been 
issued with utilitarian motives. The following review is a condensation and amalgamation of three sources: the 
recent catalogue of Ukrainian issues by Dr.Stollberg, the articles by H. Lobko in Ukrainian Philatelist and 
information supplied by correspondents. 
There are five main subgroups, which differ in either design or colour. As convenient labels, let's call them the 
Large, Square, Small(l), Small(2) and Red issues. The 'master' sheets were always produced with a dot-matrix 
printer (an old model, probably a 9-needle model), but in some cases these master sheets were reproduced by 
lithography, resulting in blurring of the minute dots which made up the original design and 'bleeding' of the ink 
into the paper. 

1. The 'Large' issues. February-March 1992 
These are the largest of the lot, approx. 25.5mm wide and 34.8-35.6mm high. Printed in black on paper of 
varying shades of grey. The following values exist: 

I I )' 

1-1 0lOkop 1-6 400 kop jlnl_,~ 
1-2 050 kop 1-7 450 kop lo o P I'·· I . A l-2a 50 kop 1-8 500 kop 1;, ~ l:t: 1 
1-3 100 kop 1-9 800 kop I! Af f ~ I 1-4 300 kop 1-10 900 kop I' KOii t 1-5 360 kop ,I- -

All were printed in sheets of 42 stamps, six rows of seven stamps. There were four sheet layouts: 
1. 4 rows of 100-100-010-050-050-010-010, 2 rows of 7 x 300. 
2. 6 rows of 100-050-010-300-100-050-010, which contained several stamps of '50' instead of '050'. 
3. 6 rows of 500-450-300-100-900-800-450. 
4. 6 rows of 450-450-360-360-400-360-450. 

2. The 'Square' issue. June 1992 
Roughly square in size, 25mm wide by 27 .5mm high. Printed in black on white and on greyish paper in sheets 
of 63 stamps (7 horizontal rows of 9). Two values exist: 

2-1 20 krb 

,_.... Y · 

n 7K Q p 
2-2 40 krb 
2-2a 40 kop (error for 40 krb) 

Again an unusual sheet layout: the rows contained 20 krb stamps at left and 40 krb stamps at right. 

iiJ 4 . JA 
IT O l: 

A I :-; 
I I Ill I 

1-<PB ' - -I 
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3. The 'Small' issue. first type. August 1992 - November 1992 
Smaller stamps, about 21mm wide by 27mm high, printed in black on various grades of paper in sheets of 56 
stamps (7 horizontal rows of 8 stamps). They can be distinguished from the other 'Small' type by the position of 
the denomination: slightly elevat~ above the bottom frameline. I know of the following: 

3-1 50kop 3-6 3 krb 

laD-j 
·-~. ···•-·· 

i [,'· 
3-2 100 kop 3-7 4 krb In .i( 
3-3 200 kop 3-8 5 krb 

lo . s . Ip 

li:T jlll 
1
A 

3-4 1 krb 3-9 10 krb IT . I IT · ! I 
3-5 2 krb 3-10 14 krb 

A . . H. IA !H . ~ .;111 

1- Kon...::_ I_ r.PB_ 
5 different sheet layouts are known: 

1. 7 rows of 1-1-1-4-5-10-10-10 
2. 7 rows of 1-1-1-1-1-10-10-10 
3. 7 rows of 2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2 
4. 7 rows of 3-3-3-3-3-3-3-3 
5. 7 rows of 14-14-14-14-14-14-14-14. 

4. The 'Small' issue, second type. January 1993 -April 1993 
Very similar to the previous, but now the position of the denomination is lower: bisected by the bottom 
frameline. Printed on paper of varying shades of grey. I know of the following: 

4-1 93 kop 4-7 lOkrb 

I G yl 4-2 95 kop 4-8 14 krb ;, IKI nEr 4-3 1 krb 4-8a 14 krb (Kupons) 0 9 PI 0 p 1~ 3 ,~, 4-4 2 krb 4-9 20 krb II 40 A 
T I 

4-4a 2 krb (Kupons) 4-10 40 krb IA' ~ A H 
4-4b 2 krb (plain) 4-11 70 krb I 1111 ill L--«on ~-6---J 
4-5 3 krb 4-12 100 krb 

4-6 5 krb 4-13 500 krb 

As indicated, two values exist printed on the back of "Kupon" sheets, while one value exists on plain white 
paper. Each value had a sheet to itself, so nose-tenant varieties exist. 

5. The 'Red' issue. May 1993 onwards 
Similar to the previous issue but printed in various shades of red. The following have been reported: 

5-1 l krb 5-l0a 27 krb (Kupons) 

5-2 2 krb 5-11 38 krb 

5-2a 2 krb (Kupons) 5-12 50 krb 
5-3 8 krb 5-13 70 krb 

5-3a 8 krb (Kupons) 5-14 75 krb 

5-4 9 krb 5-15 100 krb 

5-5 10 krb 5-16 150 krb 

5-6 12 krb 5-17 250 krb 

5-7 14 krb 5-18 500 krb 
I=l 
n ... ·,. • .. 
~ ·,ooo : • 
T .• r ... i -1 .,,_ . · . . M 

·. M . ... - ·· ... - ~ -

5-8 15 krb (Kupons) 5-19 1000 krb 

5-9 26 krb 5-20 2000 krb 
5-10 27 krb 5-21 5000 krb 
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Again, several values exist printed on the back of Kupon sheets. The 15 krb value (no.5-7) is an odd one. In the 

first place, apparently it only exists printed on Kupon sheets, in the second place it's in the design of the first 

Small type, with the denomination higher than the bottom framline. In addition, the '15' is arranged vertically 

while in other values of this subgroup, the numerals in the denomination are arranged horizontally. 

I have the feeling that this listing is far from concluded, as new values still tum up occasionally. All the stamps 

that were printed in black have been forged extensively, mostly by simply photocopying a sheet. The forgeries 

are difficult to recognise, but tend to be printed in darker ink and on whiter paper than the originals. The 'Red' 

issue was actually issued to make forging more difficult. 

All of the above were postally used, although some values were printed in small and very small numbers. Some 

very nasty concocted covers exist, which can be recognised by an address which is written around the pre

applied postmarks, missing postal code at lower left (usually) and an overly clean appearance. However, the 

Nikolaev "computer" stamps were also used for ordinary business mail on a large scale. Examples of such usage 

are probably the most suitable for a collection. Mixed frankings with ordinary stamps, and Black-Red mixed 

frankings exist. 

Below: letter from Nikolaev head post office to Minsk, Belarus. The co"ecr rate was l 5Krb, so the PS envelope 

itself appears to have been accepted as a JKrb basic franking. 14Krb stamp of the first Small series. 

j'1'('fj/ nl]~ ·," 0 1 P 
. ,.n .,J w 4 A 

· '~--. " T I , 

• 

8CEJ'OC0,1HCKJ'1H MYJEiil AEJ<OPATl'1BHO- ~ .' t3 ~ n,. A _ ,J 
.. · nl'l-1KAMHOIO _.... . ~, 

J,1 HAPOM-K)IO Ope411 ...... 'l&ftHoro ••P-- ~ •-> ;· KP~r sK -
OAC"'YC,..,..,. Oe- XIX a. - . .....- rlO'rrA CC(]> 
.,, " '-"''' 3aacA C04>pcaoa . .._ -~-

' Kyoa ~c:uJ 

~ - CIC.. 

----------E1 00&8··· . . . . . . . . 
: .· : .· .· .· : : .· 
:: ... ]·: .. . : ... : ... ·.· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
: : : : .· .· : ... : ::: . . 

, I lHlDHTe HHAe!(C npe.a.npHIITIIA CIR3R 11ecra Hl3H8'4:tHMA 
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KoMg -------------

,..._ ~~• caa•1 • upec omp1111TU■ 

nwanrre NR,u1tc npcanp1n11• ca■s• MecTa ■u■■•ea■■ 

Top: Letter from Nikolaev head post office to Voru, Estonia. Franked with 2x2Krb and lx70Krb stamps of the 
second Small type. The co"ect rate of 75Krb was underpaid by JKrb again. 
Below: Registered letter from Nikolaev-54 to Dnepropetrovsk. Rate of 72Krb (27Krb postage, 45Krb registration) 
paid with JOKrb, 12Krb and 50Krb stamps of the Red series. 

OEPCH/1.CK.All 
roJIYSAJI KOIIIKA 

-------
. - zz □□ zB 

(l.Jn■aurre NHJIHC apunp .. ••• caws• 11ocra •as••••••• 
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Current events in the F.S.U. 

Ivo Steyn 

Postal forgeries of Russian definitives 
Many of you will already have heard about this, or read about it in the recent FSU catalogue published by 
Filaross. Two values (thus far?) of the current Russian definitives have been forged, with the intent to defraud 
the post. The stamps of l0R (blue) and 25R (dark carmine) were the victims of the forgers' attentions. The 
covers with these forgeries which I've seen strongly suggest that the forgeries were sold over post office 
counters in several places in Russia, which would imply the forgeries were insinuated into the distribution stream 
of stamps to post offices. 
From the Filaross catalogue, the German magazine DBZ and my own observations, details are as follows: 

genuine forgery 
paper chalky or normal rough, bright white 
gum smooth slightly bluish, uneven 
perforation 12½:12 uneven, about 10½-11 
colour: l0R steel blue bright blue 

25R muted carmine bright pink 

The three covers I've been able to find so far are all franked with the 25R forgery. The l0R forgery has not yet 
been seen by me, and the soaring postal rates make it less and less likely that it will receive much use. 

Below: letter from Shchekino, Tula via Vilnius to Klaipeda, Lithuania. Initially franked with 15R (CIS rate), later 
uprated to 65R which overpayes the foreign letter rate by 5R. Two 25R forgeries. 
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Top: Registered letter with advice of receipt from St.Petersburg to Riga, Latvia. Four 25Rforgeries. 
Below: Philatelic letter from Novorossiisk to Minsk, Belarus. Franking includes one 25R forgery. 
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The last postcard of the USSR? 
There is an odd tale to tell about the last postal stationery card issued by the USSR: it wasn't issued by the 
USSR! When the rate for a postcard was increased from 4k to 5k in April 1991, a new postal stationery card 
with an imprinted 5k stamp was issued, printed in black. It's virtually a twin to the previous 4k card, of course. 
An imprint at lower right gives the printing date as ' 1991'. The card also exists with an imprint with printing 

date '1992', by which time the USSR no longer existed and a 5k postcard was completely useless. This is pretty 
weird in itself. But it gets stranger yet: there is a third variety, also with printing date '1992' and without the 
coat of arms of the USSR at top left, although the imprinted stamp still proclaims its allegiance to the USSR. A 
very odd hybrid of Soviet and Post-Soviet indeed, and it can't have received much use. Illustrated are the 

relevant bits of these three cards, all with a Ukrainian uprating mark (applied in Dnepropetrovsk during 1993). I 
wonder if there are more of these last-minute varieties, perhaps of postal stationery envelopes? Incidentally, 
neither of these two varieties is mentioned in the new Michel postal stationery catalogue. Tsk. 

Ukraine: Postmark Blacklist 
The list of postmarks seen on forged covers continues to grow. I would warn readers to be particularly wary of 
covers bearing any of the following marks: 

text serial text serial 

BURSHTIN IV-FRANK.O. V ROVN03 b,v 

CHERNOBYL KIEV.O. a ROVN06 b 
GOSHCHA ROVEN.OBL. a ROVN06 USSR a 

KIEV 112 b ROVNO 13 b 
KLEVAN 1 ROVEN.OBL. b ROVN022 b,g 
KUZNETSOVSK 3 ROVEN.O. b ROVN027 b 
LUTSK 25 VOL YN .0. a SOIMY UKR.SSR ZAKARP.OBL. a 
LUTSK POCHTAMT VOLYN. k V ARKOVICHI UKR.SSR ROVEN ... a 
LUTSK VOLYN.O. V VINNITSA 35 a,b 

LVOV 53 b ZDOLBUNOV 25 VOLYN.O. a 

Most of these postmarks occur in conjunction with a suitable registration cachet, and two different registration 
cachets have been seen for Lvov 53. Again, it is not certain whether these postmarks are just available to forgers 
for cover production, or if they are actually in the possession of forgers. Although I have not yet seen it, these 
postmarks might also exist ·on legitimate mail. But I doubt it. There are also two postmarks of Vilnius, Lithuania 
which appear to have fallen into the wrong hands. 

How to recognise a dodgy FSU cover 
While there are few foolproof rules for detecting a concocted FSU cover (as you will have noticed, I don't like 
the expression forged cover, as that seems to imply it's a forgery of an existing item), there are some warning 
signs that, if you detect them on a cover that's offered to you, should cause you to run for the hills with your 
hand on your wallet. First and most obvious is an overly clean appearance. The post-Soviet mail system is not 
noted for its delicate mail handling procedures, and any cover that's gone through the post should show some 
signs of having had a hard life. Second, an address that is written 'around' the postmarks. If the address just 
happens to be written exactly in the gaps between the postmarks, it's time to check out. Third, a missing 
'lndeks'. The postal code should be written in the boxes at lower left on the cover. If it isn't, it's time to say 

'Hmmm .. .'! Fourth, no machine postmarks. About 90% of all covers going through the post in the FSU get a 
machine postmark at some point during their journey. Lots of handstamps have fallen into the wrong hands, but 
no machine postmarks, as far as I know, so if it ain't there it's time to get suspicious. Finally, use of 'bad' 
postmarks like those in the list above (and below) should cause you to lift an eyebrow and mutter 'Oh dear .. .' in 
a sad voice. If there are other tips for the cautious buyer, I'd love to hear about them. 
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rI04TOBA ~I KAPTOLll{A 

lk1IIA Ull' 

HuJ&tKC upc4npNMTNH CIHl:IH H uupc..: U1111JMIIH1CJUI 

----------
n11WMlt HHA~IU! IIJJCAllpHNTHRI ClfAlH llttta lt83HM'tttUIH 

IIHUINtf' M114f'k(" npranrHRTM" ~9R1H MtcT8 Ha:tH81leNMA 

Top: the 1991 and 1992 cards with USSR coat of arms. Below: the 1992 card without coat of arms. 

n04TOBA~ KAPT04KA 

Kyda 

-------- .. 
.. . . . 

TINWHTt NH.:l~KC npunpNIITH CH3N MKTI Nl3HntHMR 
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Worse still: forged postmarks 
While the postmarks in the blacklist are - as far as can be told - genuine postmarks that are being used for the 
wrong purposes, 1994 has also seen a sudden influx of completely forged postmarks, obviously all from the 
same stable. The style of lettering is quite distinctive, and these fictive postmarks have been used to create a 
large number of forged covers, often with (extremely dubious or outright bogus) 'local' or 'provisional' issues. 
Buyer, beware! Thus far, the following forged postmarks from this class have been noted: 

text serial 
DONETSK-25 v 

LVOV POCHTAMT STRAKH.UCHASTOK... v 
MELITOPOL-2 ZAPOROZH.MELITOPOL v 
OBUKHOV-1 KIEV.OBUKHIV 1 v 
ODESSA 17 ODESA v 

POLTAVA POCHTAMT v 
SEVASTOPOL-16 KRYM.OBL. v (illustrated in DBZ 17/94, p.1438) 
UKRAINA/MARIUPOL 9 a 
VELIKIE LUKI-8 PSKOV.O. v 

It seems almost certain that all these postmarks had a fixed centre (including the date-section, the serial letter and 
possibly the "USSR" at top, to which a loose outer ring was fitted, these interchangeable outer rings containing 
the text and the outer circle. A nasty bunch, often seen in conjunction with the postmarks listed in the previous 

section. There seems to be a well-organised "cover-mafia" at work here. 

Below: some of the forged postmarks. The distinctive style of lettering is easily recognisable. 
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What's going on in Georgia? 
Last issue, the new (alleged) stamps of Georgia were illustrated, but the question what one sticks on one's 

envelope when writing a letter in Georgia was left unanswered. Since then, I have seen a few covers emanating 

from Georgia, but these covers present a confusing picture. 

The new Georgian stamps have not turned up on covers thus far, and the covers which I've seen were franked 

with old Soviet definitives. Details are: 

from to franked with date sent date arrived 

Tbilisi Tallinn 5 x 6k (SG 4673) illegible 4-4-1993 

Chiaturi Riga 124 x 3k (SG 4671) 11-6-1993 26-4-1993 

Borzhomi Minsk 5 x 3R (SG 5068) 1-7-1993 30-7-1993 

Tbilisi Dnepropetrovsk "Taxe Pe~ue 38" 15-9-1993 28-9-1993 

Tbilisi Dnepropetrov~ "Taxe Pe~e 50000" 11-5-1994 31-5-1994 

It seems almost certain that on some of these covers, the stamps were used at 10 or 100 times face value. Postal 

rates: your guess is as good as mine. Incidentally, the second of these covers was sent registered. 

The Georgian currency unit, the lari, appears to be setting records in devaluation, and is currently the weakest 

currency in the FSU. 

Below: 'The founh of the covers described above. 'The uprating mark is in blue-green. Postmarks of Tbilisi 
Pochtamt and Dnepropetrovsk (2 different) are on the reverse. 

n111mne IIUHC npeanp■fflll c■u■ llecTI 1ua1qe111J1 
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Questions (and Answers?) 

If you have any philatelic questions to ask of the BSRP members, why not send them to the Editor? The truth is 
out there, as the UFOnauts say ... 

Mr. P .N. Davey, 4 High Trees Close, Willesborough, Ashford, Kent TN24 OND has two interesting 

questions to ask. First, can anyone supply him with details of the two perfins mentioned in lot 1791 of the 

Liphschutz part II sale (1 May 1993), used in Kashgar, Sinkiang? Second, as he is compiling a catalogue of 

Russia-in-China perfins, he would like to hear from members who possess any, on Russian or 'Kitai' stamps. 

Mr. George Henderson (addreu known to any self-respecting BSRP member!) asks our help to solve the 

following riddle: The cover below shows a marking "Part of a mail captured/by Germans and delayed". The 

cover left Petrograd on 5-4-1916 and was addressed to England. A second example os this marking is known on 

a cover from Russian Finland, sent on 25-4-1916, addressed to Newcastle. Under which circumstances were 

these covers 'captured by the Germans' and delayed? By which route did this mail travel to Britain? 

Answers to either the editorial address or to the gentlemen in question directly, please! 

PART OF A MAIL CAPTl:JREO ~-
· ,S V: GER.MANS AND DELAYE:l 

.. . ' 

t 
I 

0 
0. 

t 
C: 
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Reviews 

MICHEL POSTAL STATIONERY CATALOGUE EASTERN EUROPE (in German) 
Published by Schwaneberger Verlag. 556 pages, softbound. Price DM95. 

Collectors of postal stationery seem to be in a shrinking minority these days. Postal history is more popular than 
traditional philately (if exhibitions are anything to go by, which I admit is doubtful), and thematic philately will 

eclipse them both one of these days ... 
If you collect Russian stamps you can choose from several excellent catalogues, with the Stanley Gibbons my 
~rsonal favourite, but a collector of postal stationery is less well served. Of course the Higgins & Gage 
magnum opus is an option, and up to 1978 Michel also offered a European postal stationery catalogue, but after 
that year, Schwaneberger Verlag chose to publish a separate catalogue for Western European postal stationery, 
with Eastern Europe left in obscurity. No wonder the 1978 edition - the last 'unified' catalogue - became an 

eagerly sought-after book! 
Now, after 16 years, Michel have published an updated catalogue for Eastern Europe. Yes, along with Russia 
you also get Poland, Hungary, etcetera, which may be too much of a good thing, I suppose. However, it's 
interesting to see what they've made of the Russian section. 

In the first place, this catalogue follows the line of the Michel stamp catalogue in distinguishing between Russia 
(up to 1922 and after 1991) and the USSR (1923-1991). A few of the 'territories', such as Armenia, Batum, the 
Baltic States and Ukraine, receive separate listings, which is as it should be. (But why describe the issues of the 
Far Eastern Republic as 'local issues' then?) The catalogue gives full listings for PS covers, cards, letter-cards 

and all the other forms of PS. Commemorative PS issues are also listed. All issues are ordered by indicium 
design, then by category, and chronologically within each category, a very sensible system which allows the 
reader to locate a given item relatively easily in the exhaustive listings. 
There are many changes compared to the 1978 edition. The USSR listings have been rewritten almost from 
scratch, and there are highly interesting details of separate editions for some items. The authors seems to have 
followed the Soviet literature on the subject in several places, and this has resulted in some improvements. Post

Soviet issues are given some space, but the authors have not even tried to do the flood of overprinted items 
justice (although there are quite detailed listings for Estonian post-Soviet items). There are the inevitable errors : 

the colour of one series of 7k postcards is given as brown, which should be red, and there are a few deviations 
from chronological order which make little sense. The Cyrillic is a bit wobbly in places. The letter 'IT' is 
consistently written as 'JI', so there is frequent mention of 'lochtovaya' and 'kol. '! We also encounter the Russo
German word 'KARTOl!KA' in some places. These are hardly fatal flaws in such an important book, but they 
are slightly annoying and could have been avoided by a good editor. 
The listings themselves look comprehensive, although I was a bit surprised by the non-mention of perforation 
varieties in Imperial Russian letter-cards; the different perforations (14, 14x12, 12) were noted even in the 
Prigara handbook which was published fifty years ago, so we're hardly talking about recent discoveries here, 
and it is precisely in a good catalogue like the Michel that I would expect to see such varieties listed. On the 
other hand, this esoteric subject is the only omission I could find - specialists may do better. I do object to the 
continued listing of the postcards with pre-printed address for the Address Bureau, as there were quite a few 
other institutions which had their address pre-printed on postal stationery (the post office at the Finland Station 
did so on 3k postcards, for instance) so it seems odd to give the Address Bureau such preferential treatment, but 
this particular oddity has such long historical roots I'm probably fighting for a lost cause here. 
However! This catalogue does have one fatal flaw. While the pricing in the Soviet section seems quite reasonable 
(with the occasional exception: the 1924 commemorative Lenin postcard is valued at DM 500, mint or used, 
which is insane by any standard), the pricing in the Imperial Russian section is quite insane for the later issues. 
Every single postcard, no matter how common, is valued at £10 or £15 mint and more used, and God help you 
if you should buy Romanov postal stationery at the prices in this catalogue! The money order forms with 
imprinted stamps also run into huge sums. On the other hand, the prices for used 1918 Ukrainian overprinted 
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stationery are a bit on the exceedingly modest side (I'd love to buy genuinely used Trident postcards at £10-£15 
a pop, for instance). The ridiculous climax is reached in the valuation of the 5k 'Kerensky' cards, which, 
according to this catalogue, are more valuable used than the same 5k postcards with 'DVR' overprint of the Far 

Eastern Republic, used! 
Final verdict: this is an immensely useful book to have around, and it comes with my strong recommendation 
despite -the high price, but prepare yourself for a few errors here and there, and ignore the prices for most 
Imperial Russian material. And hope for a separate book on Russian/Soviet postal stationery, preferably before 

the Millenium. 

UKRAINE, postal relations, provisionals and private issues 1992-1994 (in German) 
Dr.Alfred Stollberg. 280 A4 pages, softbound, published by the author. Price: DM65 ($42, £28) incl. 
postage and packing. Send payment in cash or by money order to the author at Sudenburger Wuhne 12, 

D-39112 Magdeburg, Germany. 
Now here's a book I've been waiting for with great interest. The flood of overprinted stamps, local issues and 

less identifiable bits of paper emanating from Ukraine over the past two years was enough to make any collector 
realise that at least some, and probably most of all those alleged issues were bogus. But good literature on the 
subject was rare (with a very honourable exception in Ukrainian Philatelist). But with this book in hand, a 
collector is on much firmer ground. Within its pages, the (very) few legitimate issues are described exhaustively, 

together with all their varieties, proofs and imitations. The private issues (a lovely euphemism for bogus junk) 
are also described with the same attention to detail. Issues are grouped by oblast, but fortunately there is an 
index so anyone searching for issues (allegedly) from, say, Boyarka will know where to look pretty quickly. 
There's one touch in this book which I really like: whenever the alleged stamp issues from a given region are 
discussed, the author also illustrates an example of wholly utilitarian mail from that district, drily commenting 
that that's how normal mail looks like. It's not a cast-iron proof of an issue's illegitimate status, but it's difficult 
to argue with ... There are also highly useful chapters on Ukrainian postal rates 1991-1994, on Ukrainian 
circumstances in general, postal codes and lots more. 

The author was more or less chased out of the pages of the German journal Potschta by less-enlightened 
members who think this massive research effort was not to the benefit of philately. Frankly, I can think of few 
books which are more useful to a philatelist than this book, precisely because it describes and classifies all those 
issues which pollute Ukrainian philately. Knowledge is power, and this book is the philatelic equivalent of 

atomic power. Because it is so lavishly illustrated, the fact that it is in German is not a serious drawback, even if 
you are not fluent in that language. A very welcome book, and one which will be indispensable if you're trying 
to make up your mind what to collect and what not to collect. 

POCHTA Issue 16 for July 1994. 
Journal of the Australia & New Zealand Society of Russian Philately. 52 pages, softbound. Subscription 
(2 issues) NZ$35 (surface), NZ$47 (airmail). All inquiries to : Terry Archer, 313 Mahurangi East 
Road, Snells Beach, Warkworth, New Zealand. 

Another issue with a very broad selection of articles. Longer articles deal with the 1935 "Moscow-San 
Francisco" overprint (by Col. Asdrubal Prado, excellent), Soviet Advertising/Propaganda labels (by Robert 
Taylor, with the usual impressive selection of covers illustrated), Tupolev's giant aircraft (by Ross Marshall, a 
very readable overview of these monster machines, featured on many stamps} and post-Soviet Georgia (by John 
Tollan, asking all the difficult questions). Shorter articles on the first stationery postcard of the USSR, 
registration machines and lots more (including book reviews, new issues, news of new postal rates in Russia and 
the 'Correspondence Russia - New Zealand/Austrailia serial) round off this issue. Well done, gents. 
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YAMSHCHIKITHE POST-RIDER Issue 34 for June 1994. 

Journal of the Canadian Society of Russian Philately. 80 pages, softbound. Subscription ('.2 issues) 

US$15. All inquiries to CSRP, P.O.Box 5722 Station 'A', Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5W 1P2. 

Although there are other, very fme articles in this issue of Yamshchik (such as Pat Campbell's article on 

Antonov airplanes, Andreas Mitakis' showing of usages of Russian fiscal stamps as used on Crete, a very fine 

article by Alexander Epstein on mail from Roumania during the last years of WWl, a generous helping of TPO 

ovals by the omnipresent Rabbi Tann, and much, much more), this issue is dominated by an article by editor 

Andrew Cronin. Entitled 'This most monstrous atrocity', the article deals with the fate of the Polish officers and 

soldiers taken prisoner by the Red Army during Stalin's 'stab in the back' attack on Eastern Poland in 1939, and 

~e subsequent terror of the Soviet occupation (1939-1941). The most famous victims among these men were 

those who were found to have been executed in Katyn forest, and whose bodies were later used as a propaganda 

coup by the Nazi occupation that followed the Soviet occupation, but many more were confined in other camps, 

and executed at the same time as the Kat'yn atrocity. 

While this seems like a good (in chilling) subject for a historical article, Cronin shows that this subject can also 

be illustrated with philatelic material, including some cards sent to the hapless POWs which were later found on 

their exhumed bodies and used as proof of their identity, cards sent to the POWs and returned to the sender (for 

obvious reasons), and even some covers sent by POWs while they were still confined in the camps. An 

extraordinary article. Required reading. 

POSTAL CANCELLATIONS OF THE TRANSCAUCASIAN RAILWAY 
Peter Ashford. 84 A4 pages, softbound. Price £ 12 (includes surface postage). Available from the 

author at 9 Pentre Close, Ashton, Chester CH3 8BR, England. 

Whenever a book is published that will be used as the standard reference for years to come, it's always a 

pleasure to write a review. There's the feeling that another subject has been documented, the conclusions 

recorded and distributed for all collectors to use to their advantage. Oh certainly, there may be later additions as 

new material comes to light, but in general the feeling that a subject has been 'done' is cause for great 

satisfaction. 

Whenever Peter Ashford publishes a book, there's the additional pleasure of actually reading the book, as he 

always produces work that is not only scholarly, but also immensely readable. And this book is no exception. 

Proceeding from the foundations laid in volume 5(1981) of his 'Imperial Russian stamps used in Transcaucasia' 

series, the author has incorporated the new information that has come to light since that volume was published, 

gone into further detail on many matters and, best of all, has added a very generous selection of illustrations: 

pictures of the actual railway stations and carriages, many pictures of desirable covers, and even an illustration 

of a railway ticket! Needless to say, there are also crisp postmark drawings, clear tables with the latest 

information of periods of use, and much more. Both the listing and the valuation of the postmarks are according 

to a system that is very similar to that used by Robinson & Kiryushkin in their books, and both are clear and 

easy to use. 

The physical appearance of the book is also a cause for delight. BJRP readers will recognise the layout skills of 

Harry Turner at work, and he has been instrumental in producing a very readable handbook. Finally, I was also 

very pleased to see the dedication to Prof. Nikolai Luchnik, a fitting tribute to that philatelic pioneer 'at whose 

feet we sit, on whose shoulders we stand', as another writer put it. 

An excellent book and a worthy addition to any library. The only trouble is that Ashford publications have a 

high degree of addictiveness: when's the next book coming out?!! 

UKRAINIAN PHILATEUST Issues 67 and 68, 1994. 

Journal of the Ukrainian Philatelic and Numismatic Society. 2 x 68 pages, softbound. Membership fees: 

$18 ( +$7 for airmail delivery). Inquiries to: UPNS, P.O.Box 11184, Chicago, IL 60611-0184, USA. 
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The UPNS is currently producing one of the most interesting journals in our field, as the editor of Ukrainian 

Philatelist has accepted the challenge of sorting the wheat from the chaff among post-Soviet issues (?) from 

Ukraine. These two issues contain instalments of a long and interesting article by H. Lobko, on the 'provisional' 

stamp issues of independent Ukraine, which are required reading for all post-Soviet collectors. The well-known 

issues from Kiev, Kharkov, Nikolaev and so on are all here, but so are many other provisional issues, some of 

which have not yet been described in the literature. The articles make an excellent companion to the Stollberg 

catalogue reviewed above. 

Apart from this groundbreaking work, these two issues also contain much else to delight. Lubomyr Onyshkevych 

reviews Trident-containing uprating marks on postal stationery from 1992-1994, there's that man Tann again 

adding a fine article on the Russian occupation of Lvov, and there are many other articles. I was particularly 

impressed by the exhaustive and conscientious study of the 1920 Ukrainian Field Post stamps by Val Zabijaka in 

#67. Zabijaka reviews every single letter ever published about these problematic stamps, illustrates as much as 

he can about them and finally concludes that the stamps DO constitute a legitimate postal issue, if one designed 

for temporary use only, and heavily influenced by philatelists. He has also inventoried how many of these 

stamps still remain and estimates that no more than 1000 have survived. 

The articles in these two issues remind us that Ukrainian philately is alive and well in the UPNS. Indispensable 

for collectors of Ukraine, both pre- and post-Soviet. 

POSTMARKS OF IMPERIAL RUSSIA (pre-adhesive period) 
Manfred Dobin. 544 pages, hardbound. Published by Standard Collection, Kanai Griboedova 27, 

191186 St.Petersburg, Russia. Price: see below. 

This is an extraordinary piece of work. I had the pleasure of seeing Mr.Dobin's award-winning collection of 

Russian pre-adhesive marks in London in 1990, so when I first heard about this book I had high hopes, but the 

book itself actually exceeds my expectations by a comfortable margin. 

There's an excellent introduction sketching the development of postmarks during the period 1765-1857. There 

are 16 pages with illustrations of extremely desirable covers (including an August 1765 cover from 

St.Petersburg!!!), a very sensible classification system for pre-adhesive postmarks, and then a lavishly illustrated 

catalogue containing descriptions and valuations of around 2000 postmarks, grouped into geographical clusters 

(based on postal organisation around 1850, which differs from the later Imperial period (e.g. Transcaucasia is 

divided into Tiflis and Shemakha sections). The valuations seem sensible enough, although it's probably 

impossible to give universally approved valuations as rarity (And value. And price.) tends to vary across 

countries anyway, but nobody is going to object strenuously to these valuations. 

It's extraordinary how many postmarks are illustrated here, and of course the vast majority have never before 

been seen by western collectors. Pre-adhesive postmarks from Nakhichevan! From Minusinsk! 

Mr. Dobin is to be congratulated on this book, which no doubt will be the standard reference for the foreseeable 

future. Boy, postmark: collectors are to be envied with such excellent literature at their disposal. The only fly in 

the ointment is that the book is hard to find in the West. I got my copy from Boekenland, P.O.Box 337, 2800 

AH Gouda, The Netherlands, for DFl.125 plus postage, and thus far this is the only philatelic bookseller I know 

of who stocks this book. Incidentally, all text in this book is in Russian and English, side by side, so there is no 

language barrier for non-Russian readers. 
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